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Preface
October 2004. I am in the forest, before me lies a choice. But I do not know that yet. All I perceive is
an uncanny feeling that something’s wrong. While I experience the protected calmness, the energy
and the harmony of the trees around me, I am looking at a future of investigating brains while
working in a dusty lab. My mission is to prove the existence of the spirit.
At the moment I decide to leave the forest, a chestnut falls on my shoulder. Ouch. “So I am
walking here, completely in harmony with you, forest, and you bombard me with your nuts?” I ask.
But there is no reply. I decide to walk another round: something must be left for me here. My walk
and contemplation merge with the perception of spacious green. Curling roads, surrounded by ferns,
trees, flowers and many bugs alternate each other in my moving perception. Then it hits me.
Looking back I cannot tell you how or why, from which angle or out of which perspective,
but it hit me. Not that it hurt, like the chestnut, or that it disrupted me or anything. No. It just hit me
clear and straight as if it had always been there, right in front of me. “If I am so much in harmony
with you, forest, I will do my very best to protect that.” I decided to do the specialization of ecology
instead. Not a single hesitation.
I have often relativized this experience. Looked at it from many angles. Absurd. How could I
connect this experience to forest protection in this overly hardened society? I did not see the chance.
But the studying ecology turned out to be a good experience. I kept on going, slowly but steadily, not
only paying attention to my studies, but also to myself and to the world around. And then one day,
my friend told me it was possible to study sacred sites in Wageningen.
What has appeared here before you is not only the result of an investigation for master thesis that
should prove my competence as a starting academic. It is a testimony of my past. A witness of an
inner war. Of fights I had with several representatives of authority inside. Battles I lost. Agreements I
made. It is a reminder of the repeated relief I found in natural environments. Of my own deep
investigations of life. Of friendships that have grown and faded. All have moved me to the point
where I am now, on the dawning of a new life, which I do not want to oversee.
Writing this this paper was, above all, a struggle with myself. The meeting of two
philosophies: the objective and the subjective, constantly dancing with each other. There were ups
and downs of course. Sometimes I overstretched my mind, sometimes I did not keep up with my will,
and sometimes I felt like sliding down a slide of silk. All are here within this paper. A manifested
spiritual experience of my own.
But at the same time this paper is a call. A first translation of the forests silent scream for
help. I have no doubt that deep inside, it is clear for all of us that we cannot go on like this. The
authors I cited as well as the respondents I interviewed are aware of this. We infect the world and
we should stop. If there is only one reader for whom this paper works in the way the chestnut did
for me, then writing this was not in vain.
I thank this university for giving me the opportunity to delve deeper into the spiritual side of
nature. I thank Kris for giving space, and Birgit for pushing. Thanks to the friendly respondents from
Open Up, for exploring this theme by my side. Thanks to the authors of the works I cited. Thanks to
all my best friends and to my family members for your interest in this theme, Marjolein, Giel and
Gunnar for giving helpful remarks. Thanks strangers, also for being interested and enthusiastic.
Thanks to life, for all those tiny little pushes in direction to here, where it all keeps fitting together.
Thanks for letting me do my thing, and for having me clueless on what’s next.
I hope you as a reader will enjoy this work as much as I did when writing it.
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Abstract
In recent years, forest policy makers and the wider public show an increasing interest in the
relationship between spirituality and natural environments, but in-depth studies of this topic are
scarce so far. In this explorative study, I asked how spiritually engaged people perceive and
experience natural areas and their distinct aspects and how they perceive the influence of their
experiences in natural areas on their lives.
I did an ethnographic pilot study at the festival Open Up 2010 in the Netherlands. I
conducted a literature study after which I built a broad theoretical framework about the different
aspects of spirituality and it’s connection to natural environments. These also served as a
preparation for interviews with 18 respondents from the same festival. Typed out interviews were
summarized separately using mind maps. After that I analysed the summaries all together. I related
my findings to parts of my theoretical framework and with three recent similar studies. In that
process, I tried to distinguish the spiritual perception from what was perceived: nature.
Findings suggest that spirituality is a hard to define topic, very closely related to attention
for the essential aspects of the personal life. Respondents hold a variety of beliefs of the role of
nature in their spiritually oriented life, ranging from “nature and spirituality are the same thing” to
“nature experiences have added value in my life”. Nature is often described as “alive” and “aware of
human presence”, and ascribed properties like “healing”, “unconditional acceptance” and “giving
attention”. Respondents have spiritual experiences with natural places, trees, animals, water and
fire. Experiences described range from deep emotional experiences to expansion of awareness and a
loss of personal borders. Both remind respondents of a deeper self which is innately connected to
nature. They explain this phenomenon from a perspective where there is energy between all beings.
They say the experience of this connection increases their creativity, spontaneity and peace of mind
on the short term, and their self-confidence, openness to other beings and their care for themselves
and nature on the long term. They behave nicer and more according to their own passions.
Experiencing nature also facilitates spiritual processes like grounding, silencing the inner chit chat
and expanding the awareness. The interviews additionally contain confirmations of a wide variety of
earlier scientific theories on the interaction of nature, spirituality and attention in the contents of
the interviews.
I conclude that my respondents see themselves very intimately connected with nature,
heaving a deep respect for it and a developing a deepening friendship with it over their lifetime.
Visits to nature and other spiritual activities have a similar effect on my respondents, and the
combination seems to strengthen both. Spiritual engagement deepens the intimacy with nature, and
regular visits to natural environments aid the spiritual development. Different aspects of nature
provoke different feelings. Behaviour wise, respondents perceive nature experiences to help them
do things according to their own nature, instead of as an answer to a societal demand. Future
studies should keep digging into qualitative depths of spiritual nature experiences, but should also
quantify their results with more statistically oriented set ups.

Key words: attention, awareness, behaviour, energy, deep ecology, grounding, natural self, spiritual
engagement, tree, wellbeing.
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1. Introduction
Explorative research in the role of nature in people’s spiritual experiences is accumulating worldwide
(Williams and Harvey 2001, Van Trigt et al. 2003, De Pater et al. 2008, Heintzmann 2010), and the
concept of earth and nature based spirituality is gaining momentum in developed countries (Taylor
2001a, De Pater et al. 2008, Heintzmann 2010, Verschuuren et al. 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011).
Explanations for the recent interest in spiritual values of nature are an increased academic openness
for subjective perspectives (Ateljevic et al. 2005) including indigenous norms and values (Strang
2005, De Pater et al. 2010), the assumed benefits of nature and spiritual experiences for people’s
psychological wellbeing (Mazumdar and Mazumdar 1993, Kaplan 1995, Atchley 1997, Goldberg 1998,
Shapiro et al. 2005) and its benefits for people’s pro-environmental behaviour (Strang 2005, De
Pater et al. 2008, De Pater et al. 2010, Gosling et al. 2010). Paying attention to the spiritual in nature
can also be argued to have intrinsic value (Schouten 2005).
Recent debate on the term spirituality has led to high diversification of its meaning. It has
characteristics of non-self-centred behaviour (Atchley 1997, Verschuuren et al. 2010), personal
truths and emancipation (Atchley 1997, Taylor 2001a, 2001b), the experience of transcendence into
different realities (Williams and Harvey 2001, Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011), deeper
meanings and emotions (Taylor 2001a, Van Trigt et al. 2003, De Pater et al. 2008), meditation and
mindfulness (Taylor 2001b) and whatever someone considers to be the ultimate or the divine
(Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011). What binds most definitions of spirituality, is the
feeling of connection it refers to (Goldberg 1998, Taylor 2001a, Williams and Harvey 2001, De Pater
et al. 2008, Liu and Robertson 2011). However, there exists no consensus on how this connection
works, on what it is that people feel connected to or on what it means for people’s daily lives
(Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011). In psychology, such a connection is described as
intimate identification with a subject or an object (Speeth 1982, French 2006), but some authors also
refer to it as a sense of literally losing one’s personal borders (Bragg, 1996, Williams and Harvey
2001) and others simply see it as a deep emotion, caused by an external stimulus (De Pater et al.
2008).
In recent decades environmental policies and environmental policy research worldwide
increasingly take spiritual values of nature into account (McDermott et al. 2007, De Pater et al. 2010,
Verschuuren et al. 2010). This is partly because of the benefits of such values for nature
conservation. In Suriname for example, deep respect for sacred sites and magical plant organisms
causes local inhabitants to actively restrict changes in land use and commercialization of local plant
species (Van Andel 2010). Similar restrictions exist in for example Cameroon, Jamaica and in Tibet,
but the pressure of increasing individual demands rises also in remote areas in the world
(Verschuuren et al. 2010). In modernized countries, a feeling of connection with nature has been
observed to move people politically (Taylor 2001a) and has been demonstrated to contribute to proenvironmental actions. Questionnaires among German citizens revealed a correlation between
emotional affinity with nature and pro-environmental actions like signing petitions and installing
energy saving devices like solar panels (Kals et al. 1999). Gosling and Williams (2010) found that
Australian farmers’ feeling of connectedness with nature explains their pro-environmental attitudes
which go hand in hand with planting trees or managing vegetation on their farms in a sustainable
way.
In the Netherlands, spirituality and spiritual experiences occur among a wide range of
citizens. In a quick phone survey among 1975 randomly selected Dutch people almost half of the
Dutch population was found to have spiritual experiences, and about 25% considers them a
9

significant part of their lives. A big part performed spiritual actions like prayer or meditation,
sometimes related to a religion (Kregting and Bernts 2003).
Increasing popularity of Dutch magazines like Happiness and recent films like Avatar and The
Tree of Life indicate an interest in the connection between nature and spirituality. The increasing
frequency of spiritual workshops and festivals suggests a growing trend. The recently founded
political party “Partij voor Mens en Spirit” (“Party for Human and Spirit”, www.mensenspirit.nl ),
with nature conservation prominently present on their agenda, shows a grounded trust that this
trend will persist.
1.1 Problem statement
Studies to the spiritual connection people perceive with nature are accumulating worldwide, and
groups of people gather personal evidence for nature’s benefits. Spiritual values of forest and nature
become more and more explicit and can no longer be neglected in the academic society. Successful
dialogue about deep spiritual values of nature with people in development countries would be
facilitated by openness and understanding for spiritual values among our own people. But in depth
understanding of different global spiritual experiences are still scarce (Van Trigt et al. 2003, Schmidt
and Little 2007, Heintzmann 2010). Nevertheless increasing scientific acknowledgement for reflexive
scientific tools like hermeneutic phenomenological methods and qualitative interviewing techniques
offer the opportunity to map such world views using the eyes of the beholder as an instrument.
Big questions on this topic are started to be posed. For example: how can it be that people
all over the globe have similar spiritual experiences, while they come from very distinct cultures and
lead very distinct lives? Or: why do people report such experiences in natural environments in
particular? These broad and challenging questions require some narrowing down. Heintzmann (2010,
page 85) mentions “the pathway that connects landscape components with spiritual outcomes” as a
potential phenomenon for inquiry which could explain the frequency of spiritual experiences in
nature. Together with Fredrickson and Anderson (1999), he emphasizes the need for more in depth
exploration of this topic. Preliminary insights offered by Schmidt and Little (2007) propose that
nature can act as a trigger for certain deep emotions which subsequently leads to a spiritual
experience.
An interesting question that has not been satisfactorily replied yet, is if these experiences
have a short term and long term effect on people’s day-to-day behaviour and on their state of mind
(Heintzmann 2010). So far, research on this topic has been done with forest recreants, forest
employees, and forest inhabitants (Williams and Harvey, 2001, De Pater et al. 2008, Gosling 2010,
Heintzmann 2010), but not so much with people who purposefully visit nature for experiencing the
spiritual.
In the developed world, a growing group of people is engaged in spirituality without
belonging to a specific spiritual or religious group. Some streams do see themselves a political
movement (Taylor 2001a). Spiritually engaged people are often expressly close to nature. They are
people who actively think and behave according to how they perceive spirituality and how they
place it in their lives. This may range from doing individual meditations, prayer or walks through
forests to regular visits of workshops like yoga, singing mantras or shamanic rituals where the
connection with the own body, with other people and with nature are central themes (Taylor 2001a).
Spiritual engagement can be practiced individually, but it can also be practiced in groups. Recently,
increasing amounts of spiritually engaged people regularly gather in spiritual festivals worldwide,
where diverse streams of religious and spiritual movements are propagated simultaneously (Taylor
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2001a). Spiritually engaged people live in cities as well as in rural environments. They may belong to
a wide variety of religious or philosophical groups, but above all show a high personal engagement in
finding what is essential to them in their lives. They generally highly value nature and natural sites.
With the current growing interest in spiritual values and perspectives in the Netherlands
forest policy makers may observe an increasing pressure from spiritually engaged people, who use
spiritual values as an argument for ecosystem protection. Previous studies to spiritual values in
Dutch natural environments indicated that spiritual experiences in nature happen among diverse
classes of Dutch people, but these studies did not focus specifically on the meanings of nature in
spiritually engaged Dutch people’s lives (Van Trigt et al 2003, De Pater et al 2008, Kloek 2008). For
this thesis, I define spiritually engaged people as visitors of the Open Up festival 2010 (sections 3.2 3.4).

1.2 Objectives
The purpose of this study is to deepen the academic understanding of the way spiritually engaged
people visiting the Dutch Open Up festival perceive natural areas, and particularly the place they
give such areas in their lives. I aim to explore the following questions:
1) To which natural places or elements do spiritually engaged people in the Netherlands
connect, and how do they narrate their experiences of this connection?
2) How do they perceive the influence of engaging in this connection on their psychological
wellbeing and behaviour?
To answer the research questions, I have first visited the festival for an ethnographic pilot study, and
to look for potential respondents (chapter 3). Next, I carried out a literature study, creating a
preliminary conceptual framework for the study (chapter 2). I selected 18 respondents for in depth
interviews at a location of their choice, between October 2010 and January 2011. I typed out the
interviews and analysed them with hermeneutic phenomenological methods (chapter 3).
Simultaneously, I adapted the conceptual framework to the results by representing five dimensions
of spirituality. I did another literature study to relate the study to past research (chapter 5). I then
drew conclusions (chapter 6). Results of all these activities respectively represented in this report.
For the interviews, I restricted representation to their synthesis in the results (chapter 4)
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2. Theoretical Framework
The big amount of literature that is already present on this theme and the overflow of definitions of
the term spirituality demand more attention before I can give a tentative definition of what
spirituality and spiritual experiences are for this report. Spiritual experiences are not always called
that way. This is problematic, because the term spirituality is central in this study, is used for
selection of my respondents, and is used (among other terms) to trace the literature that is already
present. The purpose of this theoretical framework is to contextualize the current notations of
spiritual experience through five main dimensions. Each one of these dimensions looks at the central
theme of spirituality from a slightly different angle. I do not believe that any of these dimensions
gives a better definition of spirituality than the others, or than models provided by other authors,
but I assume that each one, providing a new perspective on what spirituality really is, shows
different aspects of it. Providing them together creates understanding of the meanings spirituality
can have today. As this study is about spiritual experiences in natural environments, I try to adopt all
perspectives to literature that relates to that theme, but only when that is not too limiting. I
thereupon merge the gathered insights of the theoretical framework into a tentative description of
spirituality (section 2.6). It shows the circumstances in which spirituality and spiritual experiences
occur and it gives characteristics of such experiences. While these theoretical dimensions in
spirituality are often hard to distinguish in literature and in interviews, the ones I provide offer a
theoretical ground for interpretation of studies in literature and for the interviews I held. I chose this
approach because I aimed for understanding rather than to give a round off definition of spirituality.
I distinguished five relatively simple dimensions based on some central contrasts I found in
literature. These are: 1) personal spirituality and interpersonal spirituality, 2) deeply emotional and
rational spirituality, 3) spirituality as a given experience and spirituality as a practice, 4) spirituality as
place bound and spirituality as place independent and 5) identification and detachment. It should be
noted that these separate themes are not independent in reality. These dimensions and the
tentative description demarcate the playground for the interpretation of the interviews, and provide
grip for the discussion.
2.1 Personal spirituality and interpersonal spirituality
The first dimension I want to explore is the one of personal spirituality and interpersonal spirituality.
Here, I highlight the place spiritual experiences can have in personal lives and in communities or
movements, for as far as that is known. Personal spirituality is the spiritual experience itself
described by Maslow (1970) as a “vivid, shaking, poignant peak experience” which, he hypothesizes,
is equal to what other authors refer to as a mystical, core religious, or transcendent experience,
which is a human need according to many authors (Atchley 1997, Yunt 2001, Kloek 2008). A more
collective way of experiencing this, is interpersonal spirituality (Maslow 1970, Taylor 2001a, Taylor
2001b). The word interpersonal spirituality can refer to simultaneous deeply spiritual experience
among at least two individuals connected to a same process (interpersonal spiritual experiences),
but it may also refer to a shared interpretation of such experiences, manifest among others in
concepts and images (interpersonal spiritual shapes). Examples of this kind of spirituality are
religions, spiritual cultures and spiritual discourses (Maslow 1970, Taylor 2001a, Taylor 2001b).
Among humans, personal and interpersonal spirituality are inseparable.
Personal spirituality refers to the intangible, unspeakable spiritual experience (Maslow 1970).
A feeling of connection, the experience itself as it is perceived at the instant it occurs, by the subject
who experiences it. Direct relaxation of the person’s attention and of his body was found to be
12

closely related to such experiences (Kaplan 1995, Williams and Harvey 2001, Ouelette et al. 2005),
but it can also be defined as a deep emotional experience, leading to excitation or euphoria (Van
Trigt et al. 2003). People very often experience a connection with nature during this kind of
experiences, or a sense of shared deep flow (Williams and Harvery 2001, Van Trigt et al. 2003).
Though consensus of what a personal spiritual experience really is does not exist so far, it seems to
also include a heightened attention for the direct surroundings as described by Speeth (1982) and
French (2006).
But such experiences may also attain a more collective level of experience. For example,
creative expression of spiritual experiences by a subject may lead to repetition of weaker versions of
the spiritual experience for the subject as well as for his audience (Maslow 1970). Rituals and
collective prayer may have a similar effect (Hume 1998). Such collective spiritual experiences are
called interpersonal spirituality. A particularly illustrating example of highly shared interpersonal
spirituality is found in a study on the contrast of Aboriginal and Euro-Australian nature perspectives.
Strang (2005) describes the world view of a tribe of Aboriginals. For Aboriginals, creation was the
emergence of ancestral animals from a spiritual pool. They shaped the land and returned to the pool
to reside there as helpers for the living beings of today. This includes themselves, coming from and
returning to the same pool (Strang 2005). People have precognitive dreams about new-borns, who
are raised with the idea of having a personal helper spirit, and with a constant shared feeling of
belonging to their surroundings. This Aboriginal tribe does not distinguish the self from nature either
in experience or in concepts. It is not only shown in their beliefs, but also expressed in their intimate
way of treating the surroundings. Their sustainable use of resources, is based on the assumption
that their future companions will need them as well (Strang 2005).
An important aspect of interpersonal spirituality is the sharing and the openness about
these spiritual experiences, so that it can transfer to the other person (Maslow 1970). This is done
through many types of communication like words, non-verbal communication and the methods of
the rituals. Reciprocal understanding is therefore a very important prerequisite for interpersonal
spirituality. But one can imagine that understanding can reach several depths, ranging from
superficial to deeper understanding. Superficial understanding can be misused for the sake of
personal or organisational power (Maslow 1970).
Deep personal and interpersonal spiritual experiences are quite commonly mentioned in
modern spiritually oriented studies. They may be key in the formation of many collective spiritual
and cultural values, subsequently leading to collectively shaped kinds of behaviour like making art,
magic rituals (Hume 1998), and other spiritual practices (Taylor 2001 a, Taylor 2001b).
2.2 Deep emotions and more rational spirituality
In this dimension, I refer to spiritual experiences as inspired by deep emotions or as something more
philosophical. They are of importance in the mapping of spirituality because they encompass two
dominant discourses in this topic, but some authors do not distinguish them. They seem to show
two different pathways to the spiritual experience: one through the logos, and one through the
pathos. In rational spirituality the division between matter and spirit is central, where spirit –
containing reason– is seen as something “higher”, immortal, more important and closer to God than
matter. Forces that drive spiritual experiences come from above, from a dimension of perfection.
This discourse originates from the ancient Greek philosophers, and was taken over by most Christian
and scientific streams, embedding it deeply in many contemporary cultures. I called it rational
because it is characterized by a high degree of (debated) rational order, and because this discourse
13

highly values the ratio. In this vision, it allows us access to the spiritual world and to spiritual
experiences. The second discourse mainly talks about the relation between self and nature. Here,
the own nature is the main driver for spiritual experiences. It concerns movements like deep ecology,
ecofeminism, and other forms of earth-based spirituality, which started to get accepted by the mass
in the period of enlightenment (Schouten 2005). Even if the division is seemingly obvious – the
former classifies organisms as “higher and lower” while the latter sees al living beings as equal – in
this subsection I demonstrate that it is not uncommon for spiritual movements to contain both
visions nuanced according to the preference of the stream or the individual.
In rational spirituality, a clear division is made between spirit (closely related to reason), the
heavenly or the divine and the flesh, the earthly and the animal. Man, containing both, is situated in
a divine hierarchy below god and the angels, but above animals, plants and minerals respectively.
Aristotle was one of the first to give this idea shape as the scala naturae (“the natural stairway”). In
this philosophy beings on higher staircases shape beings on lower staircases, while beings on lower
staircases serve beings on higher staircases. Spiritual experiences were seen as an instant of being in
touch with the upper worlds. Later, the scala naturae was used as an inspiration for the construction
of both scientific and religious cosmovisions. Animal sensations like emotions and lust were framed
as obstacles that should be overcome by reason in order to attain the spiritual (White 1967). It is
hypothesized that the scala naturae and its derivations have later been used as an argument for
careless treatment of nature (White 1967). For example “cultural ecofeminists” fight the idea that
women are connected with nature, because that would put them below men. They fear that under
such ethics, men will continue to exploit the earth and its resources (Stephens et al. 2010). On the
other hand, I also propose that rational spiritual thinking lead to careful treatment of nature. For
example, a deep ecologist could agree that nature serves us because it gives us nourishment and a
home but care for nature out of a feeling of responsibility because humans have relatively more
freedom than other organisms because of their capacity to reason (Bragg et al. 1996, Schouten
2005). They point at the uniqueness of every being at the same time (Taylor 2001a). In that
perspective, rational spirituality does not say reason stands closer to God than matter.
Spirituality inspired by deep emotions is oriented rather at the life force which is present in
the own body, but also in the our living surroundings (Williams and Harvey 2001, Van Trigt et al.
2003). It encompasses an increase of awareness of the self and the body, via an awareness of nature,
towards an awareness of transcendent states of consciousness, where a subject rises out of the
emotions (Liu and Robertson 2011). Movements in this stream do not always mention the
transcendent state, but emphasize the deep connection humans have with nature. They mostly do
not exclude the existence of spirits, but see spirit as a property of living matter instead as something
of higher value and associated with reason. The most radical streams of earth-based spirituality
believe the division between self and nature does not exist. Deep ecologists for example, use the
term of “ecological self” to express feelings of becoming another being, emotional dissolving of
borders between the self and nature, and a deep personal identification with the natural
environment, or aspects of it (Bragg et al. 1996). Certain divisions of ecofeminists, “nature
ecofeminists”, have a similar perception, yet they see this connection with nature mostly in women
(Stephens et al. 2010). The example of the Aboriginals in the previous subsection (Strang 2005) also
illustrates this kind of spirituality. In this stream, emotions, physical sensations and lust are seen as a
pathway to connect to the spiritual (Taylor 2001b). Remarkably, even highly appreciated religious
figures of the past held similar beliefs. For example, Saint Francis from Assisi believed that nature,
including passion was an important pathway towards God (White 1967). Mohammed frequently
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referred to the date palm as “our mother” (Schouten 2005) showing an intimate connection he had
with this tree. Streams of bottom up spirituality see this feeling of connection as a natural stimulus
to take care of the earth. They sometimes also refer to earth as our mother (Naess 1985, Bragg et al.
1996, Stephens et al. 2010, Taylor 2001 a).

2.3 Spirituality as place facilitated and spirituality as place independent
This section highlights some current notions of spirituality as facilitated by or independent of places.
Here I show the contrast between spiritual experiences as something place facilitated and spiritual
experience as place independent. In this context, place, area or site are used interchangeably,
referring to defined larger or smaller surfaces of land, containing several natural elements like for
example a pond or a tree. Of all places, natural areas are the most emphasized facilitators of
spiritual experiences in the literature I found (Williams and Harvey 2001, Kloek 2008, Heintzmann
2010), but sacred buildings like monasteries are also mentioned (Ouelette et al. 2005). In studies
without focus on spirituality, the term place attachment emerges (Eisenhauer et al. 2000), to denote
a personal connection to a place. I argument that this connection is at least partially spiritual, and
that we can use insights from these studies here. The attachment between the subject and the place
lies embedded in an experience of love or joy at the spot (Eisenhauer et al. 2000) . This love can be
consciously or subconsciously directed towards friends or family (Eisenhauer et al. 2000), the place
itself (Eisenhauer et al. 2000, Williams and Harvey 2001, Van Trigt et al. 2003), lost relatives
(Mazumdar and Mazumdar 1993, Strang 2005), a feeling of safety or ownership (Eisenhauer et al.
2000), or for the activity that one is performing, be it purely recreational (Eisenhauer et al. 2000,
Heintzmann 2010) or gathering of prime or economical resources (Eisenhauer et al. 2000, Strang
2005, Gosling et al. 2010, Heintzmann 2010). From the respondents point of view, this bond may be
described in many divergent ways, not necessarily with the use of the term sacred or spiritual.
Spiritual cultures worldwide also consciously create spiritual places in the form of buildings, circles
(Hume 1998), or designated sacred sites in nature (Verschuuren et al. 2010).
Being in a natural place was shown to be beneficial for experiencing the moment as spiritual.
Feelings that were described were beauty, resulting in a feeling of wonder and also tranquillity and
peace (Heintzmann 2010), the connection with nature or with a bigger whole (Van Trigt et al. 2003)
and the smallness and relativity of the self (De Pater et al 2008). People feel natural sites as
beneficial for their capacity to reflect, which can result in transcendence of the self (Williams and
Harvey, 2001). Other values that were ascribed to natural locations were that they help respondents
to connect with God or with another higher power and that they are highly therapeutic. In a study
on the relaxing influence of natural areas on the human attention, Kaplan (1995) makes a distinction
between the day to day situation and being away. He sketches that non-routine settings provide the
space for the attention to relieve from the pressure of day to day responsibility and stress.
By studying the experience of female travellers during a wilderness experience, Fredrickson
and Anderson (1999) attempted to discover which types of setting lead to spiritually inspirational
experiences. Their results pointed mostly to the social aspects of the experiences of the women, but
some clear biophysical indices emerged. Respondents mentioned the stillness of the desert, density
of the vegetation, but also encounters with carcasses, the feeling of shifting weather and sleeping
under the open sky, acting as cues to remind the women of certain deeply emotional themes.
Heintzmann (2010) identifies many factors that play a role in the spiritual outcome of nature
experiences. Summarized, they are the person’s fears and background, the setting and the action
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that is performed. Symbolical elements of sites that remind a person of mystical thoughts and
feelings seem to be of high importance for spiritual experience. In his review to spiritual experiences
in natural areas Heintzmann (2010) mentions contrasting results in studies to whether this natural
area should explicitly be very wild or may also be a back yard in order to increase the chance for a
spiritual experience.
In a study to forest managers concerns, De Pater et al. (2008) confirmed the occurrence of
spiritual experiences in natural environments, as she distinguished connectedness with the forest as
the main motivation for forest managers to do their jobs. It may be a feeling, a value or an aesthetic
aspect of nature in the sense that perceiving beauty makes a person feel beautiful by himself. The
feeling of ethics and awakening to the meaning of life were often felt in the forests. De Pater et al.
nuance the impact of nature on their respondents’ lives by mentioning that people’s theories
strongly influence their perception of reality, and that these theories possibly interact with the
feelings and emotions of that person. They raise doubt in whether it really is nature causing these
experiences or if it rather is a consequence of the forest managers’ mind set which causes these
experiences.
In nature, but also in city areas, people distinguish sacred sites from non-sacred sites. Sacred
sites are areas where individuals or people within a specific culture regularly go to experience the
spiritual. This can be done through pilgrimage or regular gatherings and rituals. Sacred buildings like
temples, churches or monasteries are sometimes built on such a place. And sometimes the place
becomes sacred only after construction of such a building. Grounds for which the distinction
between sacred and profane is made vary per culture (Jackson and Henrie 1983). As far as I know,
experiences at such places have seldom been studied in depth. Some studies do make a first step in
defining the connection between sacred sites and personal wellbeing in indigenous communities.
They define wellbeing as something physical and spiritual, yet the focus of such studies is still mainly
aimed at material benefits instead of at deep personal experiences (Verschuuren et al. 2010). I
suspect spiritual experiences to play an important role in declaring such places as sacred. Sacred
sites may help in bringing deeper processes of the own subconsciousness to light, through
symbolical cues and by the presence of a mystical ambience.
Some authors describe a possibility for humans to consciously create a sacred place, on a
spot that a person or group of persons sees fit. The only prerequisite then, is that there is human
presence. Both Hindus and practitioners of the Wicca religion are among the ones who frequently
create a sacred place. This can be in a room in a building (Mazumdar and Mazumdar 1993, Hume
1998) or a place in nature (Mazumdar and Mazumdar 1993, Hume 1998). Mazumdar and Mazumdar
(1993) describe the process of Hindu sacralisation of a place as heaving three steps: spiritual
purification of the outside, sacralisation of the inside and sacred learning of the subject in the place.
In Wicca considerable attention is also paid to the space outside and space inside the circle, but here
the purpose is not to learn but to raise and experience divine forces, using symbolical tools. This
supposedly causes certain events in reality sometimes through magical pathways, but that is not the
primary goal (Hume 1998). The strength of a sacred bond of a person or a collective of people with a
place increases when this process is repeated, e.g. when the sacred space is kept as sacred
(Mazumdar and Mazumdar 1993).
Summarized, while natural areas or sacred spaces may facilitate spiritual experiences for
human beings, human attitudes and actions highly influence the power of this effect. Exact elements
causing spiritual experiences are hard to discern and may vary per person, but people seem
reminded of subconscious life processes through the symbolical cues of certain natural objects or
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events. People sometimes consciously create small or bigger sacred sites intended to facilitate
spiritual experiences like sacred learning and experiencing of other dimensions. Natural areas that
are seen as sacred often have a highly place in traditional cultures’ cosmovisions, and are usually
well protected by local people (Verschuuren et al. 2011). In my view, there is a gradient of
sacredness to profanity of places. The location of a given site on this gradient depends on the
properties of the places as well as on the perception of the people who associate with it.
2.4 Spirituality as a given experience and spirituality as a practice
Here, I made a division between spirituality as a practice on the one hand, and spirituality as
something spontaneous on the other. These two phenomena illustrate a process of spiritual
development in humans. I define the practice of spirituality according to Carl Jung’s definition of
individuation as consciously turning the attention from mental images towards the deeper self (Yunt,
2001), something that can also happen involuntarily. According to Jung, this process results in
becoming aware of our own instincts, but also of our deep connection to the natural and cultural
environment. Concerns get a more collective character (Yunt, 2001). More authors describe similar
processes (Atchley 1997). All lead to an increasing frequency of spiritual experiences. In this context,
a spiritual experience can be described as a sudden leap in the spiritual development resulting in a
temporary higher degree of individual and collective awareness. But even without practice, spiritual
experiences can be given. Several authors have found that people who do not explicitly see
themselves as practicing spirituality, do have spiritual experiences (Williams and Harvey 2001, Van
Trigt et al. 2003, Heintzmann 2010). An explanation of this fact is provided by Jung, who states that
the “instinct insists that the higher levels of consciousness be attained” (Jung 1966, par 471),
referring to a subconscious drive of humans for spiritual experiences, making them happen. But
whether a person is conscious about it or not, spiritual experiences and spiritual practice probably
often go hand in hand.
Spirituality as a given experience is possibly a pioneer state of spiritual experience in the
spiritual development of a human being in the sense that it can be seen as a first encounter. It is
always involuntary, uncontrolled and spontaneous or somehow induced by a certain place or event.
It can be sudden and disruptive (Maslow, 1970), but also gradual (Atchley 1997). Although reports of
such experiences are numerous (Williams and Harvey 2001, Schouten 2005, Heintzmann 2010),
exact mechanisms that lead to such spontaneous experiences are unknown so far. Some authors
argue that they are caused by surrounding influences like nature areas, which trigger such
experiences (Schmidt and Little 2007, see subsection 2.4), while others look for the causes mainly in
the beholder’s life style and age (Atchley 1997) or a combination of both (Heintzmann 2010).
Spiritual experiences also happen unexpectedly under the influence of natural hallucinogens like
“peyote” or “magic mushrooms” (Tayor 2001a). Sometimes sought, and sometimes happening
spontaneously, it is out of the question that some the most influential thinkers of our time mention
such happenings as a mayor inspiration for their dedicated attitude. For example, in a letter to
Nature Albert Einstein refers to a deep experience of motivation when he writes: “But whoever has
undergone the intense experience of successful advance made in his domain is moved by the
profound reverence for the rationality made manifest in existence”. Shortly afterwards, he brings this
experience in connection to spirituality, by stating that the spiritual path of man is to strive after
rational knowledge (Eintstein 1940). Regardless of how it is caused, the given spiritual experience
can be a motivation for the practice of spirituality or for life in general.
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Spirituality as a practice is a slow, conscious process, requiring dedicated adaptation of the
lifestyle to regularly pay attention to the spiritual. It is the question to which extent this adaptation
is freely chosen. Indeed most authors agree that it happens instinctually, because spirituality is a
deep human need (Jung 1966, Atchley 1997), but all say that conscious practice of controlling the
attention is an important part of spiritual practice (Speeth 1982, Atchley 1997, Hume 1998, Shapiro
et al. 2005, Kloek 2008). Another important part is the adaptation of the personal actions towards
more spiritual actions, where the common good is valued above the personal good (Atchley 1997,
Yunt 2001). The control of attention is an intensive, multi-faceted process which needs some deeper
explanation.
Attention is humans’ most intimate tool of perception and therefore central to the conscious
human experience. As spirituality is mostly about experience, attention and spirituality are tightly
interwoven. Indeed, theories about attention are about as broad as theories about spirituality. The
basic hypothesis I detect in literature, is that spiritual experiences happen when a person pays
attention to the spiritual. This attention may be consciously directed towards it, or attracted by it.
But for this to happen several psychological barriers have to be overcome (Yunt, 2001).
Kathleen Speeth (1982) distinguishes three different types of attention. She sees focus as
one type: directed attention. Secondly, attention may also be evenly invested over events of the
moment. Speeth describes that the natural flow of attention fluctuates between focused attention
and evenly invested attention, which are polarities of a continuum. A third, transcendent, type of
attention is the awareness of this flow. She calls it witnessing attention, which by its transcendent
nature comes very close to the spiritual experience if it is not the same thing. This witnessing
attention can perceive processes outside the body, but also inner processes like emotions or physical
senses. By connecting to the witnessing attention one learns to discern if one’s own attention is
pointed inward or outward or not pointed at all. These three possibilities Speeth mentioned also
come back in other disciplines in literature. Leary and Tate (2007) refer to various streams of
thought in the schools of mindfulness, pointing either to introspection, directing the attention to the
environment or just to be open for whatever comes. Atchley (1997) mentions increase of
introspection and a higher “let be” attitude as aspects of spiritual development that come with age.
Shapiro et al. use the term “reperceiving” to describe a detachment from one’s own subjectivity, and
to objectify it.
Speeth (1982) explains one can learn to control his attention by interrupting the natural flow
between focused and evenly invested attention and by consciously switching between different
states. This idea, originating in Buddhist thought, is supported by various authors, who apply it in
psychotherapy (Speeth 1982, Shapiro et al. 2005, French 2006, Leary and Tate 2007) and in
communication studies (Ucok 2006, Dekeyser et al. 2008). It can be seen as a personal experiment
with the mind, which mostly results in a personal paradigm shift, called reperceiving (Shapiro et al.
2005). The detailed description of reperceiving has many similarities with what Speeth calls
witnessing, and what Jung calls “widened consciousness” (Yunt, 2001). Shapiro eventually also uses
the term witnessing to describe process of growing into a more spacious type of “awareness”.
Witnessing releases attention pressure, which leads to coming back to oneself, similarly to
what Jung described as individuation (Yunt, 2001). One may consciously strengthen the capacity to
put the self aside, and perceive other people’s feelings as one’s own (Speeth 1982, Shapiro et al.
2005, French 2006). In their explanation of developmental process of reperceiving, Shapiro et al.
(2005) emphasize that this process does in no case lead to apathy. On the contrary, it increases
intimacy with life, because “Through this process we are [...] able to connect more intimately with
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our moment-to-moment experience” (Shapiro et al. 2007). Several authors mention that with the
emergence of this control over attention and detachment from what was previously perceived as
“self”, one becomes increasingly capable of being empathic. This shows strong similarity with the
Buddhist meditation outcome of identification with a specific object or with the surroundings
(Speeth 1982), like the transcendent experience described by Williams and Harvey (2001) and like a
“widened consciousness” which “participates freely in the wider world of objective interests” (Jung
1966b, par 275, after Yunt, 2001). It is a deeper explanation of what I already defined previously as a
spiritual experience: the feeling of connection.
This loss of forceful focus on the self naturally decreases egoistic behaviour (Atchley 1997)
because it replaces personal concerns for collective concerns (Yunt 2001). Without providing
examples, Atchley briefly mentions four different stages of behaviour, starting with simple, imitative
behaviour of the surroundings, developing towards behaviour that is more based on the personal
judgement, and eventually an increasing “let be” attitude, where action is taken only when
perceived necessary. He sees this process as increasing emancipation from the society a person lives
in, where prescriptions have decreasing importance. He also mentions the rare willingness to give up
the personal life for the realisation of spiritual values in the social world (Atchley 1997). Possible
examples of less egoistic behaviour are mindful prayer and rituals (Hume 1998), but also volunteer
work for a community, or actions for nature protection.
2.5 Identification and detachment
The last dimension I distinguished lies within the category of spiritual experiences. It is the division
between identification on the one hand, and detachment on the other. Identification is a frequently
occurring term in literature, which can have the meaning of discerning and the meaning of creating
an identity. In this context, identification refers to the experience of becoming one with a place or an
object, or being part of a bigger whole. It can result in longer term attachment to that place or
object, but it does not if followed by detachment. Detachment points to the apparent opposite:
disconnection from the own urges, leading to increased witnessing of the own perception. The
experiences of identification and detachment can both be seen as spiritual experiences, and are not
so different from each other. Both are part of the same process of relating the self to the world. This
section has some brief overlap with the theme of spirituality as a practice (subsection 2.4), but this
overlap serves purely as a deeper clarification of both sections.
Detachment (or nonattachment) is based on the Buddhist understanding that mental
representations of both self and reality are impermanent by nature (Kaur Sahdra et al. 2010).
Clinging to oneself or to social structures as solid and unchanging results in suffering because it is an
illusion. The subject will eventually be forced to painfully acknowledge that. Non attachment in
Buddhism is closely related to the concept of non-self, called Anatta. French (2006) clarifies this by
emphasizing that Anatta does not mean an absence of the self, but it is merely a developed view of
the impermanence of things. A part of the realization of Annata, is the acknowledgement of the
limitations of language as our only tool for communication (French 2006). Freud described the
decentralisation of the self as “evenly hovering attention” in the therapeutic room. French (2006)
refers to other psychologists, adding to this that presence of attention facilitates development of a
collective feeling, where everyone tunes in to a sacred “in-between” existence with therapeutic
properties (French 2006). This state of mind shows big similarities with the state of mind described
by Jung and other authors (subsection 2.3). It can also occur in natural areas. Some streams of
Buddhists take the concept of Annata further than detaching from the self and societal structures,
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towards detaching from reality as a whole (Malalasekera 1986). This results in a state of permanent
“swollen hollowness”, called Sunyata. French (2006) calls overemphasis of this state a “clinging to
the denial of I” (French 2006, p. 248), which is equally problematic as clinging to the “I”. In Liu and
Robertsons (2011) model of the spiritual, the highest view on self is a transcendental self above the
collective self in a spiritual continuum. In this self the sense of self is fused with a “divine
perspective”, or with higher, transcendental realities, free from the self-identity patterns of the
human species. I go along with them in defining this as the highest detached state, even if in it,
perception is still present. It is a state of decreased personal urges.
Identification is a feeling of undivided connection with an object or a system. Like
detachment, identification happens on many scales. One can identify with objects, plants (Talylor
2001b, Cloke and Jones, 2003), animals (Speeth 1982) humans (Davis 2003), places (Brook 1998,
Gosling et al. 2010), nature (Naess 1985, Strang 2005), the planet as a whole (Naess 1985) or
transcendent realities (Williams and Harvey 2001, Liu and Robertson 2011). It can happen
spontaneously (Bragg 1995, Taylor 2001b, Davis 2003), or through practice (Speeth 1982). Deep
forms of identification often bring forth deep and powerful emotions and a strong sense of
connection.
Identification can have several depths of impact on a person’s state of mind, or even on his
life style. An extreme example of spontaneous identification is the story of Alisha Little Tree who
stopped being a vegetarian after feeling such an intense bonding with a tree that it became
impossible for her to justify why she did eat plants but not animals. She calls it a feeling of the trees
rootedness and life force (Taylor 2001b). Naess (1988) describes feeling deeply compassionate
towards a flea whose death he witnessed through a microscope. He sees this empathic feeling as
possible only because he identified with the flea. He uses this as an illustration of his connection
with nature. An example of practiced identification was given by Speeth (1982), where a meditative
practitioner gets the assignment to meditate on a cow until he identifies with the animal. His master
considers the assignment completed at the moment where he comes to check on the student, asks
him about his proceedings, and receives the answer “Moo!” (Speeth 1982). Feelings that are
described under the context of identification are very similar to those described in the context of
empathy, which can also be seen as a spiritual experience.
In an exploration to the depths of the feeling of empathy in therapeutic studies, Davis et al
(2003) mentions the importance of “centred presence” of the therapist, reminding us of the need to
pay attention once again. He also mentions a very important stage in the empathic experience,
which he calls the crossing over. This is the moment where a person switches from mind to “gut
feeling”. After this, the empathic feels the same thing as the person he or she is empathic with. Davis
(2003) sees this as the deepest and most real form of empathy, overtaking weaker forms like
sympathy, projecting one’s own feelings into another, accurately understanding another’s viewpoint,
or imagining how the other feels. The explanation he provides comes from Rogers, who states that
empathy is a sensible connection of the human energy fields. Davis (2003) explicitly says to believe
that deep empathy is a transcendent event, where two beings experience partial merging into one
bigger being.
It is in this notion that identification and detachment find each other. Detaching from a
personal self, leads to identification with a more collective self, and provides the space to explore
the separate entities of that collective self. It seems as if the skill to identify and the skill to detach go
hand in hand, both giving an indication of the strength with which a subject holds on to his or her
own identity. However, personal tendencies to either of the two may still be possible. In my
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understanding, they seem reversible processes of “zooming of the attention” where zooming out is
detachment, leading to the perception of a more collective attention or spirit, while zooming in
leads to the perception of a more personal attention or spirit, be it the own –in introspection– or
another’s. In this view, the common state of human attention is to be highly zoomed into the own
personal matters. Humans have difficulty zooming out, because they are somehow attached to
personal perspectives. If we can detach so far from ourselves that we can fully embody another
person with our attention remains to be seen. The trick of leading a spiritual life appears to be to
consciously engage in the experience of identification and detachment, without clinging to any of
the resulting states (Shapiro et al. 2005, French 2006).
2.6 Spiritual experiences for this research
Spirituality by its nature is a hard to define subject, because it addresses the whole and the separate
parts the whole at the same time. Spiritual experiences are central in my definition of spirituality,
which consists of causes, descriptions, explanations and consequences of the experience.
Main causes from literature are the own need and intent to experience the spiritual, events
like sharing of a spiritual experience by humans, or reminders of such experiences by natural or
sacred places. The effect of these causes seem stronger when they interact.
Descriptions of spiritual experiences range from experiencing own deep emotions, deep flow
or deep identification with a place or a being towards a widening of the personal perception towards
more spacious types of awareness that can lead to a feeling of connection with the environment by
a loss of borders, up to the experience of transcendence of reality as a whole or connection with a
divinity. Common features are stronger and sharper attention, increased control over the attention
and an intimate feeling of connection.
Explanations often go in the direction of connection, be it with certain elements of the
surroundings, the surroundings as a whole or a divine power. Authors often describe a world deeper
or larger than our day to day perception, of which people can become aware through their own
nature.
Spiritual experiences can cause sudden or gradual reorientation of the lifestyle towards an
emancipation from society, more selfless behaviour in intimate connection with the surroundings,
and also the protection of natural sacred sites. But studies to these behavioural changes in relation
to spiritual experiences are still scarce and exact consequences are unknown so far.
In my view, spiritual experiences should not be seen as isolated events in space and time,
but as mysterious events of deep personal value which are entangled with both the personal life,
perceptions and actions as well as with the surroundings in which the person resides, including other
surrounding beings. Such surrounding influences are consequently called sacred by individuals or
collectives. In their timeless character, spiritual experiences are interwoven with both the past in the
form of the own subconsciousness, as well as with the future, in the form of the new orientation
they can provide. I see spiritual experiences as something inseparable from the human
circumstances, heaving roots inside as well as outside of our day to day reality.
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3 Methods
The main objective of this study is to create understanding of the meaning of the lived spiritual
experiences in natural environments for people with a relatively developed perspective on this
matter. This study was carried out with hermeneutic phenomenological methods, where an open,
understanding relationship between the investigator and the respondents are central. I assume that
the experiences of different people have differences, but that there are overlaps between them as
well. My intention is to find such overlaps by looking for common perspectives among interviews
with a select group of spiritually engaged respondents. It is not my intention to take a position in the
current debates about the truth in this assumption (Pernecky and Jamal, 2010), but I do want to give
an example of the applicability of hermeneutic phenomenological methods as a means to make
spiritual experiences more understandable, and to provide them with a context. This approach does
in itself not offer space for judgement on the quantitative relevance of these findings in the current
society. It should be seen as explorative research, principally driven by curiosity. However, it does
provide
An important aspect of hermeneutics, is that while there are no strict rules for interpretation,
attention for the process of interpretation is crucial for the transparency of the study (Pernecky and
Jamal 2010). In this case, this is relevant because I frame this work as based on the narratives and
opinions of my respondents. While I generally used the words used by my respondents, I did not
limit the interpretation these, as they do not always come closest to how I would communicate
them. More important are the themes that are mentioned and the ways in which these themes
relate. For that, I sometimes needed to use new words that express a theme rather than a concept
within that theme. I have tried to make the choices I made in the pathway from the respondents’
and authors work to my communication as transparent as possible, by giving many citations and by
regularly referring to the main points they mentioned. This offers externals the chance to verify if
they agree with my interpretations. I did not do so for the literature study, as I suppose the readers
of this work have access to the literature for themselves.
3.1 Literature study
For the literature study, I typed in key words in Scopus and Google Scholar. I checked up to 500 hits
per key word, reading titles, abstracts and in rare cases the whole article or important chapters of
books. Key words were: spirituality, spiritual, earth-based spirituality, spiritual forest policy, spiritual
tourism magic, spiritual forest, sacred sites, sacred space, Wicca, shamanism, connection,
connection nature, connection environment, connection place, love, love nature, biophillia, place
attachment, Religion nature, Tao, meditation, attention, mindfulness, natuurervaring, nature
experience, transcendence nature, empathy nature, identification nature, identification place,
identity place, identity nature, ecopsychology, ecofeminism, deep ecology, hermeneutic
phenomenology subject/ object dualism nature, similar master theses in this chair groups of Forest
and Nature Policy and Environmental Policy in Wageningen UR, suggestions from my supervisors,
suggestions from my respondents and a relevant book recently edited by my friend Bas Verschuuren.
I also used references I found in texts I obtained this way. I also used terms related to qualitative
research methods, and have been looking in two libraries for relevant books on methodology,
originating from social sciences and ecology. For books I could not find, I used reviews or texts about
their applications.
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I constructed the theoretical framework based on the literature I found in this way, and on
insights from ecological methods, and my life so far. I did this simultaneously with the analysis of the
interviews to keep in close touch with the directions the respondents went in.

3.2 Study context
Founded in 2006, the festival called Open Up is a yearly event in the Netherlands where people
practice a broad scale of nature based spiritual techniques, most of which have to do with
identification with deeper aspects of themselves. The core philosophy of the festival is connection
among people and between people and nature (www.unitedpositivity.nl). Returning to nature and
going back to our roots are statements found all over the website. The festival was located in a
forest area in Uffelte, Drenthe. In 2010, it was visited by about 500 people, including the organising
board. Many visitors return yearly, creating a small society that gathers and spreads once or several
times per year. The festival houses about 25 spiritual workshops per day. Examples of themes are
reconnecting to nature, yoga, living intimacy, trance travels and sense dance. One of the compulsory
parts is a daily sharing session, where people are invited to share whatever comes up, with the
intention to make it as deep as possible.

3.3 Pilot study
I did an ethnographic pilot study on the festival, to get a first feel with the world of my respondents,
helping me to find a broadly focussed orientation as a preparation for the interviews. Ethnography
means researching a certain community while attempting to become part of it. The main challenge is
to balance objectivity and subjectivity. I collected written data of the events and my own feelings
during the festival. I also did one pilot interview with one of the respondents.
One of the important parts of the festival was the daily sharing session. The participants had
been divided into groups of about 6 people at the beginning of the festival. This group was the
sharing group. Daily sharing took place for one hour, meaning that all participants of the sharing
group received approximately 10 minutes in which he or she was expected to share the deep
experiences that came up at the moment of the sharing. The other participants were expected to
just pay attention to the one who is sharing, attempting not to judge the person or whatever he or
she shares.
Sharing happened in diverse ways. Some people laughed while sharing, some cried. People
shared stories of the day, stories of the past, stories of the moment, and some just sang a song or
asked for a massage. I experienced the moment of sharing as a pleasant experience. It was a wave of
attention without having to make an effort to speak. Instead, the others were making an effort to
listen. I perceived the listening and paying attention to the people who spoke as more challenging
than speaking, since it cost an effort to subdue my reactions to what was said. By doing so, I
experienced that eventually my perspective to the speakers was more open and became
comparable to what Freud calls “evenly hovering attention” (French 2006). I consider this experience
a good practice for doing the interviews with an open mind.
When time elapsed, sharing sessions became more intimate, and indeed more open. I felt
more trusting towards people I initially felt annoyed or irritated by. The opposite also happened, yet
when it did, I somehow still felt a deeper connection with these people at the same time. As if they
had touched a deeper irritation inside of me. It felt quite comparable to something that can happen
in romantic relationships.
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Next to the sharing sessions, many meditative workshops and healing sessions took place on
the festival, leading to a high desire for people to share their experiences with each other. I regularly
noted couples of people sitting on the field, holding each other’s hands. They were not necessarily
romantic couples. Some principle themes the conversations on the festival were about were opening
up, living by your heart, welcoming the other, male and female energies, standing in your power,
and letting out one’s inner animal.
The wide variety of discourses on the festival seemed to indicate an influence from a wide
variety of different spiritual streams worldwide. People shared ideas and experiences influenced by
for example the Lakota tribe (North America), Ayahuasca shamans (Latin America), Tao and Yin and
Yang philosophies (China), the Satsang tradition (India), Aboriginal cultures (Australia) and also from
the more known religions Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism.

3.4 Respondents
I have interviewed 18 respondents on the Open Up festival which I visited for the first time in July
2010. I selected all participants from the group of volunteers (“co-creators”) who, like me, helped to
build the festival. This group consisted of about 120 people. Within that group, I aimed to select an
even ration of males and females, a high variety in different ages (ranging from 26 to 65), a variety in
level of involvement in the Open Up scene (i.e. the amount of visits and to the festival ranging from
one to six, and the level of responsibility in it) and level of spiritual practice (see further on). Lack of
time or willingness caused a necessity to reselect in about twenty five cases. First, I tried to interview
as many people as I could from the core organisation team of about thirty people, but I managed to
get only two. Second, a select group of about fifteen co-creators worked on the healing field,
meaning they spiritually healed visitors for a low price. I assumed that while these people are highly
engaged in the spiritual, their involvement in the Open Up scene is low. They were interesting
targets for investigation, so I selected seven respondents from that group. Only two of them had
visited the festival more than once. I also selected the oldest male and the oldest female from the
co-creators, because according to theory, spiritual development comes with age (Atchley 1997). I
selected the remaining seven respondents primarily according to what was still missing for
diversification of age and gender, and secondarily for unique reasons. I chose one man because he
lived in the forest, very near to the festival site. The second man I chose impulsively while walking by
because he was equally tall as I, and very handsome, and because he was very enthusiastic about my
plan. I also chose my sister because I know her well and I thought that would facilitate
communication. For the same reason, I chose a guy who became a good friend during our work. I
chose another man because I had a conflict with him during the festival. I chose a woman who is a
kindergarten teacher because some spiritual theories say that to be spiritual is to listen to your inner
child (e.g. “I am the son of God” - Christ). Finally, I chose a girl because she regularly organises earth
based spiritual workshops, where she invites a high diversity of earth based spiritual professionals.

3.5 Preparation of the interviews
As the investigator of this topic I originate from the same country as the respondents. We have had a
similar youth, speak the same language and currently have similar access to information. Besides, I
am also interested in earth based spirituality, and have a relatively spiritual lifestyle. This benefited
the research, since it decreased the chances for me to cause big deviations from the topic and it
facilitated reciprocal understanding needed for a hermeneutic phenomenological study (Pernecky
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and Jamal 2010) where the central premise is an empathic attitude (Boerwinkel et al. 1999). The fact
that differences between me and my respondents were so small offered the opportunity for
detection of subtleties, which researchers from a different culture may miss. But at the same time,
being closely related to your respondents increases the risk to be subjective. After all, the closer the
respondents come to myself, the closer to myself the interviews will be, and the more subjective
they will be. In this context, it becomes harder to detect the bigger tendencies, and to make things
explicit that are not naturally understood by outsiders. Thus, the main challenge of the interviews
was to maintain an objective look, while trying to deepen my perspective on their experience of
nature.
I did an elaborate literature review prior to the interviews which helped me to keep a more
distant perspective on the respondent’s answers. I looked for similar and different patterns and
tendencies I found among different related studies of the recent past. This way, I broadened my own
perspective on this matter, knowing more about frictions in literature or my own misunderstandings
of certain texts. This helped to keep my mind sharp when hearing certain considerations of the
respondents. I asked for deeper clarification when I spotted themes that were either not clear to me
or when questions were posed on them in the literature I assessed.
I made an A4 typed text as a backup for my interviews, providing guidelines for themes and
topics that could be discussed during the interviews (annex 1). More often than not, several themes
came up already during the interviews, without any explicit asking. Examples of that are the theme
of connection with nature, and the theme of the working of the own attention. I checked this A4
once or twice during every interview, to make sure if I did not miss out on important themes of my
research.
To decrease my own impact on the interviews, while keeping an empathic attitude, I
practiced mindfulness techniques especially during the months of the interviews, and during the
interviews themselves. While I listened, I kept attempting bring my attention back to my own
respiration in order to be able to keep listening without judging what I heard following tips given by
Ucok (2006). They included paying attention to my own respiration, and the reason for my
distractions. This helped keep my mind focussed and sharp during the interviews, and it helped me
keep the distance necessary to evaluate the direction of the interviews during the process.
Sometimes I still decided to interrupt the respondent for clarifying answers. I also steered somewhat
in order to keep some respondents closer to the theme of nature, or to hot themes in literature.
Looking back, I think I made a few minor mistakes in my interferences, but most were solved during
the interview. I learned along the way.

3.6 Interview procedure
Semi-structured interviews were held between November 2010 and January 2011. These are
autumn and winter months in the Netherlands. The location was selected by the respondents,
preferably on a spot in nature with which the respondent has previously felt a connection, or where
he or she felt at home. Due to the season and limits in time of the respondents, this could not be
arranged in four cases. When that occurred, we went to the respondents’ work or home or to a café
selected by the respondent or by us both. Interviews were held in seven provinces in the
Netherlands, and in Luxembourg. Three respondents selected the same place: the Vondelpark in
Amsterdam.
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Interviews were held in Dutch, except for one case, where English was used. Due to our
interaction on the festival one summer earlier, I had a feeling of trust and connection with all
participants. To increase this trust, I gave the respondents a small summary of the purpose of the
interview, and asked for their permission to audio tape prior to the interview.
All interviews took between one and two hours and were audio taped after request for approval.
Some were divided in parts where we were in several locations because of the cold outside. I took
the role of a guiding observer, giving input only when I thought it was necessary (subsection 3.4). In
times, I had to make this decision in a split second.
Both the fact that respondents had selected the sites, and the fact that we already knew
each other from the festival contributed to a feeling at ease of the respondent and myself. During
the process of the interview, this ease increased, and answers came out of increasingly deep layers
of the respondent’s personality, even though some respondents were already very open from the
start. I noticed that my respondents felt self-assured and did not easily agree with rare suggestions I
made to explain certain tendencies in their reasoning. They often gave explanations that suited
them better. If they agreed, they always explained in what way, and often provided a context to
their perspective.
I started the interviews by asking the respondents for their personal definition of spirituality
and meditation, and with some other questions that were easy to answer for them. Then we moved
on to deeper themes like the feeling of connection and other experiences in relation to the place we
were at that moment, and also to other places at different moments. We talked about their lives,
their opinions, and about many beautiful and difficult moments they had lived in and outside of
nature.
Interviews were ended when all topics on my interview guide had been treated elaborately,
or when we arrived at our destination, which was often the place where we had started the
interview. In some cases the respondent needed to go, while in others the end of the interview was
naturally felt, and the respondent and I stayed together for a little while longer.
3.7 Analysis
Prior to analysis, I typed out all interviews entirely, except for parts that fell completely out of
context. In case of deletions, I put key words of the themes discussed between brackets for further
reference. The analysis of the interviews consisted of four steps. The first two steps are the
interpretation of the information that the respondents gave us. These were 1) analysis of separate
interviews, 2) analysis of all interviews together. I chose this approach because I wanted to keep
opinions from respondents separated until a later stage. The third step consists of relating the
interpreted information to the information in the theoretical framework that was constructed
simultaneously to the execution of step one (chapter 2). The results of the first two steps are
discussed in the results section. The results of the last two steps are discussed in the discussion
section. It was only after step one that I allowed myself to come up with new words that cover
broader themes.
I have chosen a thematic approach (Bryman 2005), attempting to delve into the depths of
the interview immediately, and subsequently construct different types of summaries of the
interviews, focussing on meanings rather than on words. Here, the role of the external interpreter is
to re-interpret the interview starting without predefined codes or predefined frames of reference.
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3.7.1 Step 1. Interpretation of the separate interviews
For step one –interpreting each separate interview- the aim was to summarize the interviews into
separate themes, on one to three A4, depending on the amount of themes that came up. Here, I still
used only the original terms of the respondents, and only in the language it was put in. I marked
exceptions. I started by making mind maps of the printed interviews. The advantage of this method,
is that I was not bound to a certain level of detail, and could vary this according to level of
importance. This helped me to gain more distance from the topics. The first summaries led to four to
eight pages of manually written mind maps per interview. I proceeded step one with summarizing
each mind map into a digital text, shaped in a predefined blueprint, which would later help in
bringing different themes together. The blueprint was set up after consideration of the tips by
Boerwinkel and his colleagues (1999) to look for contrasts sketched by the respondents, and for the
deepest meaning of their discourses. It consisted of the following categories: given definitions of
spirituality, key contrasts, key paradoxes, key thoughts in the interview, thoughts about nature,
thoughts about the own attention, thoughts about the influence of nature on the own behaviour
and relevant narratives. For each interview, I could fill in something under every title, but the
amount of information per category varied for the interviews.
I quickly analysed every narrative with a narrative analysis, looking for the process of moving
from equilibrium one, to complication one, through action one to equilibrium two and so on
(Czarniawska 2004). For example, one respondent worked in a therapeutic centre (Eq. 1), but did not
like the way they worked there (Cmp. 1). He decided to school himself for karate and meditation
(Act. 1), and he became happier (Eq. 2), but his life became busier and busier until he got a burn out
(Cmp. 2). He wanted to calm down, so he decided to make walks through the forest and meditate
more (Act. 2). He realised that things only work if they are left at their own pace (Eq. 3), but he
discovered that he was not fulfilling his purpose, which was to help people find their own pace (Cmp.
3). Now, he is orienting on how to help problematic children find their own purpose through martial
arts (Act. 3), and thinks he will eventually earn a living with that (Eq 4). In the context of the
narratives, I will look at the influence of visits to natural areas on big choices and changes in life in
particular.
When a summary of the interview was ready in the form of a word file, I sent it back to the
respondent for validation. Here, I mentioned to the respondent that it is an important part of this
study that the respondents agree with my summary of the interview before proceeding, because it
ensures that I did not make big mistakes in the interpretation. I have received a reply from 12
respondents, mentioning that they agreed, and sometimes with minor corrections.

3.7.2 Step 2. Relating the interviews to each other.
After validation of the interpretations of the separate interviews, I started with step two. Here the
different elements of all interviews are brought into relation with each other. The aim of this step
was not so much to reduce the information, as it was to combine the different elements of all
interviews into one or several bigger frames for understanding. To do so, I also looked back at the
first summaries and the original interviews.
I placed all the summaries of the interviews spread out on one table, and started to read
crisscross through the papers. When I saw important themes, I wrote them in a digital word file,
translated into English. I added other important themes, dividing them into categories step by step.
This way, I organically built up the different parts of the results into a story. I have also made some
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excel tables with explorative information about the relationship of age, gender, level of spiritual
engagement and background with definitions and assigned qualities of “spirituality” and of “nature”.
I discovered I found it useful to make an attempt to distinguish the perception of my
respondents (“spiritual engagement”) from the perceived (“nature”). By elaborately describing the
glasses through which spiritually engaged respondents look at reality and their life in a broader
sense, I developed more clarity on the role of these glasses in the way these respondents perceive
nature.
3.7.3 Step 3. Relation to wider research
In this step, the results from step 1 and 2 were put in relation to the framework I had constructed
prior to the interviews and refined until during the analyses of step one. I also aimed to further
deepen our insights into the matter of spiritual experiences in nature by looking at the patterns I
detected among Dutch respondents and by relating them with patterns I had found in literature. I
looked for overlaps in perspectives and expressions, and also for differences. In many cases, the
results from the field served as illustrations for the theory established earlier. This helped to put
framework and results in each other’s context, yielding some deeper insights in the phenomenon of
the spiritual experience in nature.
To compare the results with the framework, I have constructed a mind map were central
points from the framework (on the left) were put opposed to central points from the results (on the
right). Starting from that, I went through a similar process as for the results section, to write down
the first part of the discussion. I also brought in further insights from the studies I had used in the
framework.
Next, I also put the methods and the results from my study to the results of the three most
similar studies I found in literature. I highlighted main similarities and differences of each of the
studies, which also gives an indication on how the perspectives of the researchers and the selected
group of respondents may have influenced the findings.
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4 Results
In this chapter, I present the results of the interviews the following way. The first three sections talk
about the perspectives of my respondents on what spirituality is and how it influences their lives and
in some cases their experience of nature. It includes the spiritual experience with causes,
descriptions, explanations and consequences where the respondents mentioned them. It is
important to describe these aspects as they make up a big part the lens which my respondents use
to perceive their life and their natural environment. Section 4.1 talks about the limitations of the
human perception, while 4.2 explains how these limitations can be dealt with through acceptance,
but also by their expansion through several experienced spiritual mechanisms. Section 4.3
elaborates on the energy perspective, which is a way respondents to view the world. The last two
sections emphasize the role of nature in the respondents lives, and nature’s interaction with earlier
described spiritual processes. Here, I put phenomena from the first three sections in relation to
nature in the way that my respondents explained it. Section 4.4 answers the first research question
and section 4.5 the second one.
4.1 The limitations of being human
Spirituality was defined in thirteen ways and the average amount of definitions was 2.5. This shows a
high diversity in perception of what spirituality is for my respondents, illustrating the inseparability
from the personal life. The most commonly used definitions were “looking for the essence of life”,
“observation”, “growing in awareness”, “setting your borders” and “something personal”. Less
common were “love”, “relaxation”, “paying attention to the spirit”, “something indefinable” and
“feeling a connection with your surroundings” and “nature”. Uncommon were “A child” and “ an
explanation for the unexplainable”.
The journey of exploring the spiritual seems to have as an important premise to
acknowledge the fact that humans do not know everything yet, and that there are limitations to deal
with. These limitations are described in this section.

4.1.1 A limited spectrum of perception
A central premise in al perspectives on spirituality of the people I have interviewed, is that the
human perception is limited to what it perceives. All respondents agree that the human perspective
is a selective view on reality as a whole.
Two respondents particularly emphasize this point of our limited perception, by giving facts
like that our mind can only process a limited amount of information per second, while the input
from our surroundings is a lot higher. Someone drew an analogy with how bees can see UV light
while we cannot, which does not say UV light does not exist, because we perceive it’s effects.
To many respondents, the knowledge that our perception is limited opens up the possibility
of presence of many other worlds with many different natural laws. Examples include a spirit world,
a dream world or just an endless amount of different dimensions. In the following subsections, I
show where my respondents experience their limits, and how they deal with them.

4.1.2 The impossibility to define the spiritual
Hand in hand with the limitations of the human perception, goes the reoccurring statement among
the respondents that spirituality cannot be defined. One respondent for example, calls spirituality a
spiral around the truth. He uses that symbol to illustrate how he feels like he is always defining
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spirituality and truth, getting closer and closer to the essence of it, but never reaching it entirely. He
notes that keeping it undefined keeps it valuable, but that we can still point in its direction. Two
other respondents stress that spirituality has many definitions, and that the essence is not “the
truth”, but “your personal truth”. One other respondent adds that the way he defines spirituality
now is probably completely different than the way he defined it ten years ago. He does not want to
try to recall how he saw it then, because then it becomes a concept, and then he does not feel it
anymore. This respondent also discusses the analogy with Tao and quantum physics, that are both
said to be incomprehensible for the human mind. A fourth respondent says spirituality equals the
action of discovering spirit (Using the word uitvogelen; “to bird out”, which has a puzzle solving
connotation). He emphasizes that everyone should do this starting from his or her own feeling.
From that perspective, it seems that humans that try to define spirituality are like dogs
running after a bone that hangs on a stick attached to their back. Yet while they are aware that they
are doing that, all these respondents kept giving definitions of what spirituality really means to them.
They mention they find a purpose in this attempt to define the indefinable, because it aids them
with turning their attention towards the essence of existence so that they can feel that they are in
touch with it. It also keeps them aware of the limitations of definitions by their mind, which forcibly
change over time.

4.1.3 The inner chit chat
Eleven respondents mention the inner chit chat as an obstacle to experiencing the spiritual, or the
environment. They illustrate this feeling with saying “I am in my head”. The inner chit chat is like a
compilation of chaotic thoughts in their heads, which usually leads to judgments and worrying.
Therefore it needlessly costs a lot of energy. What is more, constantly giving attention to the
thoughts in their heads distracts them from what is currently the case in their surroundings. The
thoughts that cross their heads can affect the mood, influence their behaviour and make them feel
disconnected from the whole and the essence. Even though most people also see a use in rational
thinking, the general opinion is that our society drives us to think too much, and that we should be in
control of our thoughts, and not vice versa.
Therefore respondents intend to minimize their thinking by looking at their thoughts from a
larger distance. This works to a certain extent for all my respondents. Some have more difficulties
experiencing a silence in their heads, while others are able to get their heads calm at any time and
any moment of the day.
All eleven respondents mention active engagement in silencing their minds, with meditation
techniques, workshops, careful observation of the own judgements or just by visiting forests or
natural environments. In the last case is always seen as effortless, but the respondents do see an
own responsibility in opening up to the natural environment (subsection 4.4.2).
While inner chit chat is commonly mentioned by my respondents, they are also learning to
tackle this problem by gaining control over their minds. This way, they decrease their worries and
judgments, learning to be silent in their heads and to pay more attention to more essential aspects
of their lives.

4.1.4 Searching the own place in a bigger whole
One important property of being human, is that our thoughts are never sure what we are supposed
to do in this world. This is a burden for many people, as it leads to concerns about the future, and
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therefore limits people to live their lives from moment to moment. Seven respondents elaborately
explain the process of looking for the own place in a bigger whole. Some frame it as their place in
the human society, while others refer rather to their place in a multi-dimensional universe, or in a
vast mysterious world. A first respondent raises the question: “why am I here?” as a philosophical
act of finding her own essence. She says that she wants to experience herself, by placing herself in a
bigger whole, meaning she looks for the commonalities and differences between her and her
surroundings. By answering this question, she is mapping her limitations.
Two respondents say to believe that the universe or the world out there has some kind of
controlling influence in their lives, which one calls interacting forces of all physical bodies. The other
narrates elaborately on the process of becoming more and more engaged in shamanism, and the
struggles he has with his own thoughts in that process. He shows with many examples how he
decided to act on certain events which he saw as signs (“synchronicities”), not understanding in the
first place why he decided to act this way, except for trust in the signs. Some examples of his
struggle with his mind:
“...I love trees you know I think they're beautiful, I think they are amazing things, right? But
I... I'm not a hugger. Tree hugger, you know? You know I, maybe, occasionally now more
so...”
“Really I believe this, I, I I've come to believe this, let's say. So err, I've completely lost the
plot really.”
“And watching... what I am observing is an interweaving of... threads in my life that are kind
of creating something. And errr, you know, my left, analytic brain is going, Yeah right. Take
all the bits in life and weave it... You know: easy, what are you talking about, man? But still...”
And while this respondent expresses this doubt in his head, he also illustrates a clear own intent to
get deeper into this world of shamanism by reading books, adopting a white buffalo (a sacred animal
in many Native American traditions) and by visiting festivals like Open Up. In his perspective he is in
interaction with bigger forces in the universe (statement validated over the phone).
Another respondent gives whole narratives illustrating how for him, a big part of the path he
walks is to learn how to canalize his own energies in such a way that they contribute to the healing
of and construction society. After years of fighting against society, he realized he clearly is a fighter,
and has learned to accept this. Deep inside himself he found a little boy crying for his mom who
caused him to limit his actions to searching for acknowledgement by society. After this realisation,
the boy helped him understand and accept his own fighter’s behaviour in a deeper way. Now, is
setting up a fighting school for delinquent youth, teaching them what it is to fight with somebody
instead of against somebody. He illustrates in several more ways how one cannot overly steer
natural processes, but that we should just surrender to our own nature (subsection 4.5.5). This has
caused him to confront and conquer many obstacles.
Numerous respondents emphasize the creative contribution of humans to their surrounding
as essential for being complete. One respondent has a sense of need to take responsibility on many
levels (which he calls dynamics), ranging from responsibility for the self and the own surroundings,
to responsibility for the soul universe and for infinity. Another respondent has a more pragmatic
view and says:
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“And in any case, life is always a success, because you’re alive. But I do think it’s nice if I do
something with that life. Or... handy in any case. Admitted, money is handy”
She refers to a phase where she over relativized her own life, not seeing the purpose of graduating
anymore, because everything was peace and love anyway. Later she started to see life as a game,
and remembered that if she plays a game, she wants to play to win. She is currently working on her
graduation. Together with another respondent she now sees it as an important aspect of spirituality
to know and express your own borders, and to make yourself manifest in this reality. The difference
with before is that she does it out of her own will now, instead of out of a need to answer a demand
of society. This difference was also mentioned by the fighter from the previous subsection.
The search of the own place in a bigger whole seems to be a search for a balance between
control of and surrender to the own life. It is therefore an important acknowledgement of the limits
of being human, which includes letting go of wanting to change things at will. On the one hand
people are of the opinion that the life process unfolds automatically. Other respondents express that
there still is a responsibility aspect to it, which seems closely related to the act of “choosing to live
your own life”. Even if this may initially seem like a limitation, as it leaves us little options to choose
from than to follow our own nature, this realisation also liberates my respondents from their
concerns about the unknown.
4.1.5 Thoughts and the attempt to catch reality
According to my respondents, humans’ perception is limited. An important first step in the spiritual
search of many respondents, is to acknowledge these limitations and actively explore the borders of
the own perception. This helps people define the limits within which they can lead their lives in a
peaceful and happy way.
Within the sample of people I took, people perceive their borders in very different ways.
While some see themselves as limited to the Dutch society or to their community, others say they
spiritually interact with forces of the whole universe. It remains to be seen if different individuals
have different borders, or if it is the awareness of their borders which differ.
In any case acceptance of these borders allows the respondents to engage in life processes
that were initially not available to them. By accepting one kind of border, people can expand
another in a less divided way. Therefore, the limits being human can be seen as a starting point for
an exploration of spiritual worlds of many kinds.
4.2 Widening the horizon of perception
Limited as the human perception may be, many of my respondents do explore deeper depths and
broader horizons of their being. They describe several liberating processes like conquering the own
fears, getting in touch with a deep inner knowledge, grounding, gaining control over the attention,
expanding the awareness and exploring different realities. Perspectives on each of these processes
are more elaborately described below.
While the expansion of the own perception sounds like a one way process, many
respondents emphasize the need to continuously go back to the own limited perception as an
important part of the spiritual process. Some say this happens automatically but others consciously
make this choice for reasons innate to their personality. In the next subsections, I present different
ways in which the respondents engage in the process of leading a spiritually oriented life.
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4.2.1 Conquering fears
One way to expand the horizon of perception is to conquer fears. One respondent says the following:
“...and I saw a drunk Englishman, who wanted to hit me in my face, and I had had a
conversation with him the whole time to calm him down, standing in front of me with his fist
in the air, and at that moment –plop- everything fell at it’s right place, and I felt super calm
and focussed and his friend sat next to me and I felt so sharp and alert and relaxed at that
moment, that everything that had been playing in my head –fssjt-, was gone, you know? [...]
I was waiting for what was to come, fully confident, like “I’ll react as I should” and I looked,
and he started to mumble somewhat [...] and then they gave way. And the next day he came
to say he was sorry”
In the experience he describes he says how stops avoiding what is to come, and that he fully accepts
all aspects of reality at that moment. If it is going to be a fight, then so be it, was his attitude. It
illustrates an expansion of the perception from “I don’t want to fight” to “ok, whatever happens is
fine” where the respondent gets fully in touch with his surroundings and the events that are taking
place. The extent to which he is connected is so big, that he feels no fear of his attacker, but instead
trusts that he will act exactly according to what his surroundings ask of him. Later in the interview,
he mentions the feeling that there is only one thing of importance in the experiences that he calls
spiritual. And for that he needs to drop his fears and concerns.
But a similar expansion of the horizon can also happen within the own body, that is to say, in
the realm of the inner. Two respondents explicitly mention Vipassana meditations as a very eye
opening process. The essence they describe is that you are confronted with personal fears which
cause blockages in certain life processes of the inner organism. This can manifest in returning
thoughts or in pains in certain body parts. The idea of Vipassana is to bring the attention towards
these blockages, which causes their dissolving and sets the organism back in motion. One of the
respondents says he changed a lot because of this meditation.
The feeling of urgency of giving attention to the own fears is shared by seven respondents.
One man says:
“I think that if people talk about spirituality, that it has to do with the restfulness I feel when
I don’t run away for my emotions. There is no battle going on at that moment”
He literally refers to this spiritual state of mind where there is nothing to run from or to run to. He
also says that spirituality is what lies under his head and his emotions, so the emotions have to be
accepted and acknowledged, before he can perceive that state. Another respondent also talks about
some of the fears she has conquered in her life. For example, when she decided to run her own
business, she feared that she would not be able to survive from that alone. In that time she had a lot
of pain in her knees, because, she says, she had to carry the whole weight of standing on herself
with all responsibilities. She frees herself from such fears in her dance, which gives her the possibility
to fully express the divine energies. She also mentions the importance of conquering the own fears
in relationships, in order that the connection between the two people can be fully established.
In facing and conquering fears, the spiritually engaged people I interviewed transform
mental battle against themselves into a deeper acceptance of their wishes and needs. They believe
that fears and concerns manifest in their body, and sometimes seem to track them through these
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pains. Accepting such fears helps in letting them go, and results in a feeling of deliberation and
restfulness. This opens a space for them to perceive new aspects of reality.
4.2.2 Control over the attention
Being able to choose where to point the own attention is seen by many respondents as an important
skill in the spiritual path. However, the definition of what is attention and what is not differs among
respondents. Notions range from a focussed attention to a broad attention, and from a mental type
of attention to a more physical type of attention. Respondents use different words to describe the
same or similar phenomena.
A commonly used illustration of the way in which one can lose control over the own
attention, is the difference between walking through the forest and walking through a shopping
street. In shopping streets, all separate shops individually compete for the attention of my
respondents, and they have a sensation of “being pulled at” from all sides. On the other hand, a
forest walk enables my respondents to choose where they point their attention at.
One respondent states that attention is shapeless, and that it goes beyond the body. True
attention, he says, is when the perceived is no longer processed. So that when you see a tree, you
don’t think “a tree”, but just perceive the tree. More respondents connect with that saying that to
have attention for something is to be connected with it. One respondent explains this deeper:
“But you have to take responsibility. That you first open yourself for yourself, and then for
the other. And then one minute of attention is soooo big... And if you give attention without
doing that, thinking about something else, then you are actually not giving attention”
She repeats later on that real attention is something very big, coming out of her whole being, and
not just out of her thoughts. For her and several others, heaving attention for someone or
something is a type of deep communication per definition.
A commonly returning description is the one of narrow attention versus broad, expanded
attention. With narrow attention, people feel cramped, locked up in a little type of being, while in
broad attention they feel spacious and sometimes bird like. Respondents say that narrow attention
can be useful in the sense of healthy focus, but it can also be a blockage which needs to be solved
for the personal wellbeing. Respondents generally don’t mind to narrow their attention down, as
long as periods of narrowing down are alternated by periods of expansion.
One respondent describes the difference between interrupted attention and fluid attention.
In areas with high input of impulses, his attention is regularly pulled at by attention demanding
beings or objects, sounds or smells and so on. That goes quite suddenly, and makes him feel uneasy.
In contrast, in more calm environments, he says to be able to choose where he directs his attention.
He does that in a more peaceful, fluid way, and more out of himself instead of forced by the
environment.
Attention is a complex but important phenomenon in the understanding of the spiritual
perspective of the respondents of my study. Being in control of it enables respondents to give it,
instead of that it is taken from them. Attention is a realm where all parts of the being – emotions,
thoughts, feelings, and even space and time- can come together into one being. Central ideas are
that our attention is less limited than our thoughts and that we can perceive it that way if we have
enough peace of mind. Attention can have a physical or a mental origin, and can be cramped as well
as spacious. Different purposes require different types of attention.
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4.2.3 Deep inner knowledge
Three respondents mention to connect with a deep inner knowledge which is not available for
compromise. One respondent calls it instant knowing:
“You know exactly, you know it completely, but you don’t know why you know it, or how
you know it. You know? Your brain has no time to calculate it, but you know you know it”
He clearly refers to a type of knowing which is not coming from the brain or the mind. Later he says
that this knowing also happens during a meditative state where the wavelengths of the brain are
slower, longer and broader than during usual thought processes, which opens his mind up for inputs
of the surroundings. The state, he says, is a different rhythm, which is less thought oriented, but
more in tune with the environment. A second respondent talks about an experience where she took
a moment to escape from a hectic family weekend, and sits against an old tree:
“And my boyfriend came, and I said: ‘do you have a question? Then you can ask the tree.’ It
isn’t that I believe that the tree whispers an answer in my ear, but I feel a broadening when I
am with such a big tree. More clarity in myself. My intuition strengthens. I receive the
answers from myself. But the contact with the tree does create space for that knowing.”
She clearly expresses a connection to a deeper knowledge in herself, which, in this case is facilitated
by an old tree. Further during the interview, she expresses knowledge about her own future (e.g. “I
will move out of the city”), illustrating that it has nothing to do with making plans yet, but more with
instantly knowing what she will need in the future. She shows a kind of holistic perspective on her
own life as if she discusses the development of a plant, but like the previous respondent, does not
know how she knows that.
With a third respondent, deep knowing took a central place in the interview. She says that
this knowing essentially means to know that everything is good the way it is at this moment. It
means that you are fully allowed to be there in the way you are. The only thing that is important, she
says, is that you first open up to yourself. According to her, big obstacles for this knowledge are the
feeling of lack of safety, which made us close down for ourselves. This means that we have stopped
to rely on our own feelings, but that we can consciously choose to do so again. She says:
“it is opening up and opening up and opening up.”
With that she refers to the process of becoming more and more reliant on this inner knowledge,
which see mentions to be facilitated by natural environments.
From the interviews it seems like the inner knowledge several respondents coin or describe
is a more physical, less thought oriented way of knowing. It seems to stand close to the respondents
life process and further from the opinions of other people. While the answers that come from this
knowledge are not always understood, they are on the other hand deeply felt to be true, and relied
upon more deeply than other kinds of thought and emotion. In that sense, contact with this deep
inner knowledge is more likely to move people to certain changes in behaviour than the mere
thought of the behavioural change, coming for example from an authority.
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4.2.4 Grounding
Related to getting in touch with this deep inner knowledge, is the process of grounding, called very
important by nine respondents. They literally describe it as moving your spirit from high up, hovering
around or dangling above your head, down into your own body, and optionally even deeper into the
earth. Just like with the deeper inner knowledge, to be grounded includes heaving broader and
slower thoughts. Indeed, some respondents do not distinguish being grounded from being in touch
with the deep inner knowledge. Three respondents describe being grounded as heaving both feet on
the ground. Some also made gestures, like making fists, hitting the table, or stamping on the ground
to express the feeling. While describing the process, some respondents lowered and deepened their
voice, as if they were feeling it while describing it. Some also said they did. A commonly used
adjective to describe groundedness in Dutch is “oer” (e.g oergevoel – primordial feeling; oerkracht –
primordial power), also found in German. It refers to something primordial, and is pronounced from
deep inside the belly.
One respondent seems very grounded, as she describes herself as a housewife by nature,
loving to bake bread, make jam with the grandchildren, and knitting. She defines spirituality as
something very simple, which is just inside all of us. She describes the difference between being
grounded and not being grounded as the difference between doing physical work and working
behind the computer. She says not to believe in stories, but does rely deeply on her feeling when
doing an action or making a decision. Particularly grounding actions for her are to walk barefoot on
the earth, and to sleep in a tent in natural areas. She says this gives her energy to do things which
she would usually not be able to.
Two respondents express some irritation for people who are not grounded. One of them
describes them as people who say a lot, but don’t live. He is the only one of the respondents who
says to highly dislike the term spirituality, because of how people abuse it just to get attention, for
example to sell their products. With that he expresses a need for people for whom thoughts and
actions are in one line, meaning they are guided by their own nature, instead of by illusions and
ideas to which they are attached. He gave a critique on the Dutch and western society in particular,
for not being grounded at all, but constantly manipulating everything using blind force, instead of
just letting society evolve.
Three other respondents describe the process of grounding as a creation of an energetic
connection with the earth, which two express through dance or movement. One talks of an event
where she came in a sexual flow, which made her roll through thistles, fully self-confident and
without getting stung. She says she was almost making love to the trees. With that she expresses
total confidence in her surroundings, deeply knowing that she won’t be hurt. Another described a
process of grounding, including the settling down of her spirit into her body, and the sensation of
shooting roots into the earth, which feed her with earth energy. She then feels connected to
everything around her.
One respondent brought me to her birth village, where she currently returns regularly to
look for her roots, after a phase of several years where she “hovered” too much. She calls it finding
herself back, and describes encounters with her memories as reminders of who she is, as if her body
remembers these things. During the interview she emphasizes the importance of clear sensory
perceptions like the feeling of the road under her feet, the sound of the water and the smell of the
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earth. The influence she says this process of grounding has on her life, is that it helps her set her
borders and manifest herself into reality.
Another respondent describes being grounded as the difference between a farmer and an
inhabitant of the city.
“People can look at you, and you feel that there is someone... Setting the borders and
everything. All those small things which are often a topic of learning in spirituality. I have
also worked with farmers, and they don’t say goodbye or anything, you know? And then if I
return there after years, and I drive on their farmyard, then it’s: ‘Hi’. No drama, you know?
‘How are you? Good? Very well’. And that’s it, you know?”
He clearly shows his appreciation for such simple behaviour, mentioning also that he would like to
move back to a natural area at older age because people are more grounded there.
While the process of grounding can be described in several ways, key words to describe
them are simplicity, presence in the own body and being connected to the earth and the
surroundings. It can include a feeling of settlement of the spirit in the current location. Natural areas
are often said to be closely in touch with this process.

4.2.5 Gaining awareness
Four respondents define spirituality as the process of gaining awareness over lifetime, and more
imply a process alike. The first one explains this as becoming more sensitive to the own surroundings,
which goes together with an expansion of the attention and an increase of sensory perceptions. He
even mentions an ultimate point of expansion, which is reached when the personal attention falls
together with “the” attention, meaning there is only presence. He also says:
“The biggest perception is the perception that I am not a person. That you are awareness”
The second one mentions the awareness that, according to the law of attraction, everything that
happens in our lives, happens as an opportunity to become aware why it happens. She says she is
aware that she attracts the events in her life according to the way she vibrates (subsection 4.3.2).
The point she makes is that in this perception (which she calls awareness), she finds it easy to
accept that the events in her life have a meaning from which she can learn. The third one adds to
this growing awareness, (associated with and expanding consciousness and opening senses) that it
opens the possibility to go into a deeper contact with people and with nature. Another respondent
calls this expansion to a broader awareness “the new awareness”, where it is key to know that
everything is at its right place, that you are fully developed and able to be in touch with a higher,
more collective awareness which she calls the angel awareness. Although not always explicit, the
respondents refer to this expansion of awareness as a choice and an own responsibility.
Two respondents mention the existence of a field that lies below our reality, which
contributes to the expansion of their awareness. They say that the connection with this field allows
them to be more in touch with reality. For his thesis, one respondent has analysed texts about the
Chinese Dao (or Tao), and compared them with readings about the modern scientific theory of the
“zero point energy field” which he personally concluded to be the same thing. This study has helped
him give the awareness of this field a place in his life, and rely on it in a deeper way. He says he
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experiences the field more and more often. The other respondent has recently had an experience
during guided 3-day hallucinogenic trip. She calls it an experience of the point where it is -264° C,
referring to the point where there is absolutely no movement. Nothing. She came back afterwards,
thinking:
“Wow, now that was extremely nothing”
She further describes it as a massive grandiose, astonishing silence, where time or space do not exist.
Reality stands in relation to this silence as ripples on immense waters. Remarkably, she feels more
connected to reality during this experience because it accentuates the fact that the separation is just
a story in her head. She also describes a development in such kinds of perception, which seem to
occur more and more often.
Respondents mention that the awareness of being in the moment happens more and more
often in their lives. The process which they describe is a fluctuation of expanding and contracting
awareness, where the expansions increase and take longer and longer. Increased awareness
includes feeling connected to a field without space and time, a stronger perception of the
connection with the surroundings, and a deep feeling that everything is at its right place, happening
precisely as it should. They consider these perceptions as more “true” for their deep inner being
than mundane perceptions. Most respondents have a mental image on the gradual expansion of
their awareness. These images vary highly among respondents.

4.2.6 Exploring different realities
Seven respondents explicitly mention to believe in magic, witchcraft or different realities like the
dream world or the Akashic records (an ethereal storage of all knowledge). Two of them say that
they believe in it, but did not know how to practice it. In these different worlds time and space are
often perceived differently or entirely non-existent.
Three respondents explain that it is possible to be in the forest without physically being
present there. None of them really know how it works, but all experience it regularly. Two raise the
question of the difference between fantasy and reality as one can be as vivid as the other. One says:
“of course that is fantasy, but there is also a little piece which is real”.
A second one other refers to the Native American perspective that the dream world is reality
while reality is a dream world, to express the realness of the divine world she experiences during her
dance. She says that in such dances, she enters a euphoric, ecstatic, heavenly state of mind, where
she dances in natural areas, between butterflies or in wheat fields, where all kinds of animals
approach her and water cascades surround her. She calls this world the perfect world, where there
is only beauty.
A third respondent starts the interview by saying that real nature experience is inside us. He
lives in a small caravan in the forest, and told me that there are days he does not leave his caravan
physically, but only by travelling with his spirit. He says that with your astral body you can go
everywhere. You can feel, see smell and taste everything. For example, he has seen the earth from
above in that way. He says that he often travels to the forest. He does not know if his experiences
are fantasy or reality, but he says that this does not matter.
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But even though these respondents tell us that you can travel to or open up to different
realities, all of them also think that the physical experience is important too. For example, the
previously mentioned respondent notes that by astral travel you can have conversations with people
on a long distance, but it is sometimes still needed to have a same or similar conversation in the
physical realm as well. The respondent who talks about the heavenly state of mind where she
encounters paradisiac nature, still thinks that natural areas have been of key importance in several
moments in her life, and believes that she cannot live without regular presence in the physical
nature. It seems that while contact with such dream worlds may be an addition to life, they cannot
substitute life in the physical domain.

4.2.7 Ways to deal with our limited perspective
Respondents actively expand and deepen their connection with life by conquering fears, grounding,
paying attention to their deep inner knowledge, expanding their attention and their awareness and
by opening up to different realities like the dream world.
In describing these processes, people often use natural symbols as examples, also showing
how nature helps them with such processes (section 4.4). Next to the fact that some unknown areas
of reality can become known through these processes, an important result of these processes is a
feeling of confidence in and protection by the unknown, instead of fearing it. The unknown in this
case can be unconscious aspects of the inner, but also unknown aspects of the surroundings, the
future or the mysteries within other people or in natural areas. Being comfortable with the unknown
helps people to choose to live their lives within the limits of their own deeper nature, instead of
limits that society imposes on them.

4.3 The energy perspective: a common explanation spiritual experiences
Almost all respondents believe in an ethereal energy as explanatory for many of their sensations and
experiences, and for events in their lives. Some see this energy as the spirit of all matter (more
densely present in living beings), others as a universal awareness and others as the vibration or
radiation that respondents and objects inherently have. The perspectives of the individuals often
include the notion that we all have an own energy, comparable to a cloud that moves with us, which
is denser in the energy centres (chakras) along our spine and in our head. In some cases, however,
the word energy is also used to describe a kind of intangible nature of a certain respondent, object,
place or situation. For example, a person a tree or an animal can have a certain energy. This can
mean many things, but often refers to the feeling respondents have.

4.3.1 Energy flows in movement
Seven people describe sensations of flowing energy. Some had it regularly, while others recall it from
only one or a limited amount of events, or recall a phase in their lives when they frequently had the
experience of energy flows. It is framed as a result of surrender to the own body, and a spiritual
openness to subtleties.
One respondent is very elaborate about this process, as she experiences it daily in the dance
workshops she gives. One of her definitions of spirituality is to give a shape to the divine energy.
That means she says to receive spiritual energy from “above”, and that she shapes that energy in her
dance. By moving, she becomes aware of the borders and the direction of this energy. This energy
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can stream in herself, between herself and the space around her, and between herself and another
person or organism. It is a movement which touches her physical, her mental, her emotional and her
spiritual experience. In fact, all these are melted together and become one with the space or the
fellow being around her, which is an ecstatic experience. She says:
“Giving and receiving is the same thing. [...] Love energy, flow, stream. I notice it also [as
with trees] in my dance, because I do a lot of contact exercises, and when I give to
someone... then I take this person too, completely and at the same time. I eat someone, I
drink someone, I –slurping sound- suck the person up completely. Hahaha. But I give totally.
That is the same energy. [...] It is just a connection where the energy streams. Back and
forth. ”
By adding that giving and receiving are one, se shows to believe that for her feeling, people are
totally connected at such a moment. She had had similar experiences with trees and with sunsets.
Another respondent is knowledgeable on the topic of Tantra or Tantric sex, where people
actively give and receive energy, until they enter one common cyclic flow. Within that flow it is
unperceivable who gives and who receives. She also mentions an experience of a month long yoga
flow during a stay at the coast in India.
“I went to bed when I was tired, and I did not know the time, and I woke up with the sun...
ehh with the sunrise, and then I went to the beach and... moved in some kind of yoga flow. I
was there for one month, and I was completely recharged. After that I have never felt the
same way anymore. But especially the sleeping rythm. At such a place you become one with
nature again, and with that cycle.“
Here, she shows a more long-term interaction with nature which she does not explicitly call
energetic, but she does refer to an aspect of recharging. Later in the interview she calls this
experience a deep connection with nature. She is also the one who describes the experience of
sharing a sexual energy with trees (subsection 4.2.4)
Another respondent discusses her habit to do Tai Chi and Chi Qong in the forest. These are
arts where slow movements are combined with the opening up to energetic sensations. She feels
the energy streams during this practice a lot stronger under a tree than in a room. She says to be
sure that she connects to the tree in this case, because otherwise her energy could not rise so
suddenly.
Energetic flows seem to be felt in connection to other living beings. They include a loss of
the sensation of borders between the respondent and the organism he or she is connected to, a
unification of giving and receiving, and a sensation of recharging. It also includes a deep perception
into the other being (subsection 4.4.5).

4.3.2 Vibrations
Next to energy flows, six respondents refer to the perspective of vibrations as an explanation for
several phenomena that they describe. In fact three respondents are more elaborate on it. For the
first one, the central idea of the vibration perspective is that on the deepest level, we are all made of
pure energy. That energy expresses itself through regular movements called frequencies, which built
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up the matter of all beings. This means that we personally, as well as all aspects of our surroundings
vibrate with a certain frequency and amplitude. The vibrations seem to relate to the ideas of physics,
but can also be literally felt as vibrating movements in the surroundings and in the own being. They
can vary, and it is thought that every person and being has a certain own vibration. However, some
respondents say that we also have the capacity to hold vibrations of other people close to us. We
sense these vibrations as burdens.
A key property of vibrations in this context, is that they can amplify or mute each other by
resonation and anti-resonation. That way, one respondent says, we attract our own destiny by
resonating with the vibrations that we keep close to us. She uses this perspective to take
responsibility for the events in her life, and as a motivation to learn from them. The trick in life,
according to one respondent, is to vibrate according to the own vibrational blue print. By radiating
your own vibrations, you amplify the wavelengths in your surroundings that suit you, and therefore
feel strengthened and empowered to lead your own life so that you can continue to radiate this own
vibration.
Another key property of this perspective, is that in essence, healthy and energetic living
beings strengthen each other’s vibrations. The exact explanation in this matter is vague, because if
we compare the vibration of a forest with that of shopping street for example (a comparison that
was often made among respondents), some say that the forest has a higher vibration than the
shopping street, while one respondent says the shopping street has a higher vibration than the
forest. An alternative perspective is brought up by one respondent who says that the vibration in the
forest is more harmonious, more pure and more constant than the vibration of a shopping street,
which would then be more chaotic and polluted. The essence here is that living beings ideally help
each other to get rid of burdening vibrations by strongly resonating with each other, strengthening
each other in their own power. This does not always seem to apply for humans, even though one
respondent is convinced humans essentially have very pure vibrations.
One respondent talks about Kirlian photography as a visualisation of the radiation of a
certain object. One of the examples she gave was that the radiation of a person who has been
behind the computer for a few hours would be less than that of a person who just came back from a
long forest walk. Similarly, an organically produced apple would yield a higher radiation than an
industrialized apple. She says people who eat more organically produced food consequently have a
higher radiation than people who eat more industrialized food.
Another respondent talks about his habit to actively connect to old trees, so that he
resonates with their energy field. He calls this to communicate with a tree on a feeling level. It is a
matter of tuning in to the trees, which results in one coherent energy field of him and the tree
together. This way, he can feel into the tree, and the tree can feel into him. He even once had this
with three trees at the same time (subsection 4.4.5).
The perspective of vibrations rather common in the spiritual scene that I investigated.
Debate still exists within the perspective, but it seems to offer some explanations for the
phenomena people describe. Also, ideas in this perspective motivates them to accept certain events
in their lives, and they say it contributes to consumption of food that they see as healthier.
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4.3.3 Chakras
Five respondents mention to feel and interact with their chakras. The word chakra originates from
Sanskrit, and means wheel. It is used to indicate energetic centres along the spine. One respondent
explains the chakra system as followed:
“Chakras that is one of your energetic systems, that are connected with your physical body
and your aura. They are a sort of filter from your aura to your physical body, so to speak.
There are several systems but one of them has seven chakras, which are depicted from your
perineum to the top of your head, over your central axis [...]. They are like funnels, and can
get constipated, or start turning in the other direction, and they need it to be cleaned once
in a while, or connected to each other also [...] so cleaning them in nature for example, is
delightful.”
She says this cleaning goes automatically, but that we can also induce it. After cleaning her chakras
she says she sees clearer (brighter colours, more depth perception) and she smells stronger. She is
able to take up her surroundings even deeper than before.
Another respondent mentions the chakras to illustrate an exchange of energy she has with
people during her dance. She says this exchange goes through all chakras, and names the heart, the
sexuality and the Plexus Solaris which are located in the lower part of the body. When I ask her if
trees also have chakras, she says no, because trees are completely open. And she adds that chakras
are just a model, a theory to understand it, because in reality, the energy radiates from every cell.
A third respondent briefly mentions one particular chakra called the third eye. He says it is
the energetic centre which is in close touch with our pineal gland, giving us access to certain
energies, which the pineal gland consequently makes manifest in our body. He does not elaborate
on it further.
But one respondent was particularly fond of this chakra theory, using it regularly for the last
couple of years. He recently focussed more on his bottom chakras, his root, which brings him in
touch with his primordial power, which he sees connected with a vision of a primordial (“oer”, see
subsection 4.2.4) tree. He says it is a delightful feeling. In explaining the influence of nature on his
chakras, he makes a distinction between the chakras above the heart which are more connected to
the mind, and the chakras of the heart and below. While he says that all chakras get more space in
natural areas, he particularly sees a positive effect of nature on his lower chakras, which according
to the theory, are more connected to his physical being, like emotions, the drive to fight, and sexual
energies. For him, particularly the bottom chakra is associated with very deep emotions.
While the importance of the chakra perspective seems relatively low in each interview, the
fact that they were mentioned in more than one fourth of the interviews still indicates that they play
a role in the perspectives of my respondents. The lower chakras seem to be connected to the
grounding process and they are influenced by forest visits and physical events like dance and fights.

4.3.4 The principles and benefits of the energy perspective
Key in the energy perspective, is that borders don’t exist in a strict sense. That is to say, from the
point of view that everything and everyone is energy, separation between people or between a
person and nature is merely an illusion. Where this perspective overlaps with experience, endless
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possibilities arise to reach out of the borders of the own limits, into feelings and experiences from
different beings.
Underneath the perspectives of all respondents seems to lie a vision of a gradient of
vibrations from the physical to the spiritual, where physical is indeed separable into pieces, while the
spiritual is not. People seem to move their perception back and forth over this gradient,
consequently experiencing a dynamic interplay of the feeling of unity and separation. While both do
not seem distinct in essence, they are perceived in very different ways.
Experiences with this energy are said to heighten one’s clarity of mind, increase life force
and motivation to life, increase the feeling of connection with other beings, and increase the feeling
of being part of a bigger whole. Deep feelings associated with it are delight, ecstasy, healing, power
and love. Respondents did not report damage of such energies to the their system.

4.4 Nature’s role in the unfolding of the respondents’ lives
After categorization, the respondents have given twelve definitions of nature, and the average
amount of definitions per respondent is six. All respondents define nature as a “natural site” like a
forest, the dunes or another ecosystem. A second, very commonly occurring definition of nature, is
“that which happens by itself”, referring to processes and phenomena that do not need human
rationale for their occurrence. The third most common definition of nature is “me”, illustrating that
many respondents do not see themselves as separated from nature and the natural places they are
in. Given their deep perceptions of self (sections 4.1 and 4.2) this gives a fist glimpse of the depth by
which they experience their natural environments. Then follow less tangible definitions like “life”,
which can be interpreted broadly as “life force” or as “a permanently changing whole”. Another less
tangible definition is “something very pure and purifying” which is related to the energy perspective
(section 4.3). It means that respondents see natural sites as self-cleaning energetic centres. Then
follows “something conscious” which means that respondents believe natural areas and their
members take notice of the respondent’s presence. This is said by nine respondents. Seven
respondents define nature as “only existent when we take notice”, referring to a type of nature
which in their eyes only exists when humans have deep attention for it. Other respondents define
nature as “flora and fauna” and as “something cosmic”, including the sun, the moon and the whole
galaxy. Seven respondents define nature as “a rhythm”, referring to seasons and to a sense of
timelessness they have in natural environments. Five respondents see nature as an energetic system,
referring to both physical and ethereal energies. Remarkably, out of all respondents, only one calls
nature a tool for humans. He does this to describe how he used to look at nature when he was a kid.
This contrasts his current perception as he says to love nature more than then.
The natural places and elements my respondents say to connect to are parks, forests, dune
ecosystems, other ecosystems, energy spots, water, fire, astronomical bodies, trees and animals.
The respondents say these connections provide them a decrease of the inner chit chat (eleven
respondents), contact with a deep inner knowledge (two respondents), clarity of mind (Six
respondents), a relief of cramped attention into more expanded attention (five respondents), a
higher intensity of attention (two respondents), help with meditation (thirteen respondents), help in
connecting with a deeper self (three respondents), a help with grounding (seven respondents) a help
with exploring different realities (three respondents) the feeling of peace and calmness (fifteen
respondents), freedom (nine respondents), the feeling of being protected (three respondents),
support (two respondents), acceptance, which inspires them to accept life as well (five respondents),
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comfort (three respondents) and various other less commonly named positive feelings. It also helps
them feel and accept their own pains, which causes relief. Different aspects of nature also induce
different feelings and processes (table 1).
In this section I go deeper into the separate meanings the different landscapes and
landscape elements have for my respondents.

4.4.1 Types of natural sites and when to visit them
All respondents say to visit natural areas once in a while. Generally, the closer people live to natural
sites, the more often they visit it. Frequent nearby nature visits included city parks, forests, the
Dutch dunes and the sea, but the respondents also say to visit nature in further locations in the
Netherlands, in Europe or worldwide.
Ten out of eleven respondents living in a city frequently visit parks or forests nearby their
residence. Some choose parks that seem very “natural” (= forest like, untouched), but for others just
a park with big trees is enough. They choose to visit them on the bike, by roller skate or just on foot,
when passing by, and also purposefully. With the exception of two respondents, village respondents
report the same behaviour, but they often visit nearby forest or dune areas instead of parks.
Additionally, all respondents also frequently visit natural areas further from their residence,
but mostly during the summer months. They make trips of one afternoon to the Dutch dune area or
to some of the forests which lie further away. Added values over the city parks are that further away
areas are perceived as less crowded and as more natural.
Respondents from the city also commonly go on more day trips to forests in the Netherlands
and Western Europe. Some go on retreats. Some of them see it as essential to stay overnight so as
to perceive the night’s ambience of the forest including smells and sounds, which deepens their
experience. Two of the respondents who reported this behaviour say to not frequently visit parks or
nearby forests.
Ten respondents also talk about trips to natural areas abroad. Three of them were deeply
touched by mountains, and two others by desert visits. But forests and seas were also visited. Five
respondents have visited and admired India, and two more are deeply touched by their trip through
the Pyrenees.
Finally, four respondents say that they currently live in a natural place for a longer period of
time, or that they have done so recently. One has a country house in the green heart of the
Netherlands, and lives there during the summer months. Another permanently lives in a caravan in
the forest in the province of Drenthe. The other two have lived in a natural site for more than three
months in the last two years. All of them say to highly value the experience.

4.4.2 The weight of natural areas in people’s lives
The frequency of visitation is one thing, but many respondents also clarify that more than how often
one visits a natural area, it matters with how much love one enters a natural area. They perceive
openness to natural areas as vital for the experience. Hypothetically, if open, one could go to visit
nature once a month, and have more benefit from it than someone who visits it every day with a
closed spirit. This complicates exact judgement of the importance for nature experiences are to my
respondents.
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Whether the respondent chooses to pay attention to his or her natural surroundings, or
whether some being or object draws it, to pay deep attention is a vital premise to nature uptake for
many respondents. One respondent says this:
“And sometimes I also do that in nature, that I realise like: hey! Am I still in nature? Or am I
in my head again, and have I walked 100 meters without even noticing?”
After that he tries to take more notice, for example by walking slowly. This is an example of how the
inner chit chat can prevent the deeper being from being inside nature.
One respondent recently moved into the city, and remarks that her nature experiences have
become more intense since that time. She visited natural areas every day before. Now she still visits
the park regularly, but is much less in touch with the wilder types of nature. She realised recently
how much she needs these regular nature experiences to soothe increasingly deep aspects of her
self-awareness.
For some cases in this survey there seems to be a distinction between what people think and
how often they visit natural areas. For example, two of the three respondents who have most nature
based philosophies, live in the city and barely come in natural places. One says:
“But through this whole conversation I think yes... jeez. Why do I actually live in the middle
of... if I know that it affects my health and my energy and my life force so badly, why do I live
this way? That is a choice too. Look, it is a beautiful story all together, but the time I spend in
nature is mini-mini-minimal.”
But at the same time, the experiences she describes seem very intense and her philosophies and
choices are highly nature oriented. On the other side, there are also respondents who describe
nature as something of a minor added value but visit it every day. Their main argument is not that
they need nature, but just that they love nature for what it is and that they appreciate it in their lives.
Respondents give different answers when asked how dependant they are on certain places
in nature or nature in general. Dependence on specific places is generally low, but highest if it they
know the place from their childhood. Three respondents say to return to such places regularly. They
feel connected to their childhood in such occasions. Twelve out of eighteen respondents say to be
highly dependent on visits to nature in general, meaning that they feel the need to go there from
time to time. The other four are somewhere in between, meaning that they really love to visit nature
regularly, and that they are grateful to have the opportunity to do so.
For some respondents, there seems to be a trade-of between the depth of the nature
experience, and the frequency of visiting nature. If nature visits are less frequent, the experience
seems more intense, while if they are more frequent the experience becomes less intense. Other
respondents don’t perceive this effect. At the same time, respondents also perceive a deepening of
their nature experiences over their life time, going hand in hand with an increasing need for natural
areas with increasing age. Some narratives also suggest longer term fluctuations of the respondents’
capacity and need to experience nature in depth.
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4.4.3 Energy Fields
Six respondents say they like to visit power places, where the energy of the trees and the place itself
is purer than on the average place. The general notion is that such places are mostly the ones where
there is less human interference. There is one exception: one respondent knows two power spots in
the Vondelpark in Amsterdam.
One respondent, the one who lives in a caravan in the forest in Drenthe, lives very close to
several power spots. According to him, these spots are quite known among a select group of people
in the Netherlands. He visits such places about three times per month during the summer period. He
feels a light, a warmth and a wooliness there, as if he is sitting in the sun. These places also help him
travel out of his body. In his view, such places are sacred by nature, but this sacredness has been
strengthened by ritual activities of humans in the past. The places he visits are still used for
ceremonies, which he joined for example on the 21st of December. Along with other respondents, he
believes the energy in such places is high. Causes he names are ley lines and a low history of
unpleasant human happenings like murder or torture. The presence of old trees highly strengthens
the power of a place. He says that there still are many power spots in the provinces of Drenthe and
Limburg.
Two respondents say that they think the energetic purity of the places in the Netherlands is
low in comparison to places in other countries. One says that on the country level, Dutch landscapes
are highly manipulated, which decreases the power of the places in the country according to him. He
believes that this includes a decrease the natural fertility of a place, which would be much higher in
countries like India or in the Pyrenees. But the places the previous respondent named, are places
where human interference is relatively low in comparison to the west of the Netherlands. The notion
that high manipulation decreases the power of a place was shared by four more respondents,
including the one living in the forest:
“So it [a natural site] feels more pleasant when it is wild?”
“Yes. Yes absolutely. Yes.”
In the formulation of his opinion, he says that the fact that his mind could deduce human
interference made a big difference.
Most respondents see different causes for a place to have a high energy, but one says to
discern different feelings for different causes. For him, power places have a particular terrestrial
radiation, while old trees give him a different kind of feeling than that. He can only discern these
when he is open enough.
One respondent took me to some power spots in the Vondelpark in Amsterdam, so that I
could feel it for myself.
“There's a stillness here, you know, we're standing next to a pump. But there's a sense of
stillness here. And... You know, I can really... if I say, these trees around us are really majestic,
that's meaningful”
He clearly does not see the power spots as limited to places where humans do not interfere, but
both spots he showed me were surrounded by very big trees, which he saw as the cause for the
spots’ power. He sees it as places where borders between dimensions get vague, and also calls them
a portal.
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Two respondents mention they sometimes notice forest spirits. Both tell me that it is
something very exceptional for them, and that they know that someone else has that more often.
One of them really feels the presence of a certain character in such a case, and starts seeing faces in
the trees and in the rocks. The other sees it rather as an accumulation of energy in some kind of fog.
She sees places where these spirits reside as places where her sorrows get transformed quickly.
All respondents that mention these power spots primarily say that they can feel these spots
as light, clear, pleasant, still and a loss of borders between dimensions. Explanations are the present
trees, a high concentration of earth energy and the influence of humans in the past. All respondents
think that such places increase their spiritual capacities such as silencing the inner chit chat or
exploring different realities.

4.4.4 Natural elements
There are several natural elements which the respondents mention as something they feel
connected to, as drawing their deep attention or as illustrations for specific contemplations or
ponderings. Regularly mentioned examples are fire, water, astronomical bodies.
Three respondents expressively talk about their connection to fire. One says:
“I feel very connected to fire also. If you’re talking about na... [nature]. [...] If you are talking
about silencing my mind, so directly... entering a meditative state, then it’s with fire”
Another one mentions fire straight after I asked about nature experience. He describes how he did
not have this connection with fire before, but that he was always astonished by people who can
stare in it for hours, while he got frustrated that they were so serene while he was not. Recently, he
says, he went through a development of becoming a fire keeper.
“I’ve got a completely different relationship to it now. [...] I can just stand there and look
into the fire for hours.”
The third respondent is hesitant to elaborate about fire, because he says his answer is limited to the
mind. He says that to make fire is the essentially the reason why he visits his piece of land in the
forest.
Eight respondents talk about places with water where they like to be in order to feel more
relaxed. In some cases they talk about the sea and in some cases about a lake or a pond. One
respondent says the following:
“Yeeaah... but then I’d rather go to the sea. That err..., yes, maybe because I lived there for
more than half of my life that it feels better or something. Yes, I think that’s pleasant. Those
waves, the sound...It’s the sounds... and the air that bring me at ease. “
Another respondent also describes a sensation of receiving the answers to her questions as though
they came rolling out of the sea with the waves. She also ascribes this to the sounds, but also to the
visual effects and the infinite extension of the sea, which help her be calm, which opens her to her
own answers. But her favourite place is next to a lake. She delightfully describes the following
experience:
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“and then I sat down there, and then, yes just musing. And letting it be, and eerr sometimes
I stood against a tree, like here, next to the water, against a tree with my back against it, and
my hands, and then I peered over the water. Well, that made me sooo errr... silent from the
inside... And then I saw colours, those were the first times that I really saw colours. Like an
aura of nature. Because it just was sooo silent in myself. And I could always do that at that
spot.”
Together with others, this lady took me to a place near the water for the interview. She says that all
her favourite places have water.
The sun and the moon also come back regularly as magical natural elements which inspire or
induce deep emotional experiences. Three respondents had once been deeply touched by sunsets.
One explains how she noticed a difference in how she and other tourists in a desert area had
experienced an amazing sunset:
“And then I have big teeaars of happiness, you know? Such an intense experience, and
everybody had... had already left, and was already laughing and everything, and I felt like,
yeah well they have just seen a ball setting down, [...] and I have just completely deeply felt
it.“
She can still recall this feeling and experience it as vividly as then. Another respondent elaborates
somewhat about the moon. She says:
“It is just like the moon. Everybody likes the moon. [...] A piece of it is magical”
She describes this feeling as entangled with the whole universe which makes her and other people
aware of how small we really are.
The perception of connection with the natural elements fire and water and of astronomical
bodies were often mentioned as evoking deep emotions, a feeling of magic or relief. Fire and water
are sometimes mentioned as favourite elements or elements with the deepest impact on
respondents’ state of mind.

4.4.5 Communicating with trees
Fifteen respondents say that they experience a living presence in natural places like forests and
dunes, but also in individual trees. One respondent describes this by calling it fluctuations of
presence, which he feels in the air. Many respondents say it is a prerequisite for this sensation to
shut up the inner chit chat so as to avoid doubt about the validity of the experience (subsection
4.2.2). They all think that doing so is relatively easy by tuning in to the experience of life in natural
places. Many respondents say that they communicate with trees. They usually don’t do that in
thoughts or words, but through feelings. Most are of the opinion that trees notice them equally as
they notice trees. Some mention to perceive personalities in nature, which they see as forest spirits,
but also express the possibility that they project this feeling on their environments.
The most common way people say they communicate with trees, is through feeling. In
contrast to animals, trees cannot visibly respond to our movements, so people rely more on the
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energies they feel coming out of trees. One respondent imagines plastic trees in the street to
illustrate the difference in feeling. He is sure he would feel the difference. He says he would have no
respect for them, and probably attempt to drive them over. Another respondent shares one of his
first experiences with such kinds of feelings.
“I rested and put my back against the tree, and I was still for some time, and I experienced a
very very gentle [...], it was just a slight hint of something, almost like a pulse.”
Later he says that it were those tiny little things that blew a fuse in him, and set him to think about
the life force in trees. Other respondents describe that they have different feelings with different
trees. For example, respondents agree that old trees have a stronger feeling than young ones.
Similarly, one respondents experiences different feelings for different species. For example, one
respondent says to feel a more grounded feeling with oaks, and a more cherishing feeling with
beeches. But even within species, people experience differences between individuals, and also
between living and dead trees. Most respondents find them hard to describe.
Eleven respondent say they feel noticed by the trees or by the landscape. Some people even
feel “called” by them some times. One respondent says this:
“Last year, I was walking in the forest somewhere, close to Utrecht, and suddenly I felt
something pull me. And then I think: what’s that? It was a tree. It started to communicate
with me. “
He stood with the tree for a while, and felt completely grounded within a few minutes. He
explains it as followed:
“And the big meditation masters [...] are able to create a measurable very coherent energy
field. And that the energy field of their whole surroundings, also plants or animals, starts
resonating along, and also becomes very coherent. And I think that a tree is naturally much
more coherent, and that you can communicate with that, tune in to that”
He calls this just a mechanical explanation for the possibility to feel into the tree and vice versa. He
thinks most plants are open to this kind of communication with humans, though some may prefer to
be on themselves. A woman tells me this:
“And then I went to walk, close to the Ijsel, and I met a giiiiiigaaaaaanntic, iiiincreeeeedibly
big tree with an enormous diameter. And eerrr.. The tree told me: come. Don’t worry, just
come closer [...]. And the tree said: sit down, and then I sat down, and felt that tree, and
then I really had a connection with that tree, because it was huge with respect to the
branches, and... but also that incredibly developed root system which entered the earth...”
The fact that the tree had told this lady to bend against it, was her reminder that she could just lean
over in her life and trust on her deep inner knowledge that she does not need to worry. She believes
she learned this from the tree. Another respondent mentions he regularly hugs a tree, because he
likes the feeling. He says:
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“In one way or another that [energy, feeling of solid calmness] enters your body. Err.. the
body can really feel the ‘being a tree’ so to speak”
With that he also refers to a feeling of giving and taking energies of the tree. Respondents clearly
believe to be in interaction with these trees.
Some respondents believe to interact with trees through fusion of the own attention with
the attention of a tree, the forest or the environment (subsection 4.2.2). One respondent literally
says this. Another says that because the vibrational frequency is higher in forests, her own attention
is also higher, which makes here more clearly aware of both herself as the forest.
A major point of doubt for many of the respondents in this context, is the question if what
they see and feel is true, or that they are just projections of their own mind. However, respondents
also mention being able to distinguish between the two. The general opinion is that if they have a
thought or a vision (like seeing a specific face), it is a projection or an interpretation of a feeling they
already had. But respondents often exclude that this feeling of connection with a life force is purely
based on projection. They often refer to non-living things in comparison. However, people once
again point to the own responsibility to make sure that what they observe is true. All are of the
opinion that the difference is felt, rather than thought, pointing once again to a deep inner
knowledge.
Respondents see communication with trees as more straightforward than apparent. In the
general opinion it that a process is an energy exchange, which subsequently manifests in their
experience as thoughts, feelings or emotions. Respondents believe that trees react to their presence.
Communication with trees happens in a very basic way and helps people ground (subsection 4.2.5),
feel safe and let emotional or mental burdens go.

4.4.6 Meeting animals
Many respondents also talk about animals making them feel happy, scared or powerful. During a
four month stay in a house the forest, one respondent was deeply touched by the sounds of the
animals. He describes what he felt:
“Some, some kind of excitement. Just the first reaction to that sound [the roar of a red deer],
some kind of fear, a threat [...] and that tawny owl, [...]. Also the excitement, so to speak of:
‘I’m just lying here in my garden under the stars, and at 100 meters there are red deers
walking. And roaring.’ And that connection that you are so close to nature. Really inside
nature. That the animals are not disturbed by me, that they just... yes...[...] That is powerful.”
But this feeling of power is not the only thing people admire in animals. It can also be the subtleness
and the calmness of their presence. Another respondent says this:
“Err, I while ago, I had... I liked that, because I arrived at a little bridge, and I was in the
woods, and suddenly I saw a little mouse at the shore, and it was running around, because I
stood there for a while [...] and then I saw two squirrels run away, and then there was this
big carp swimming through the water, and I thought: ‘oh, there is a lot of life here actually.’
But if I stride through, talking with you, then you will never notice.”
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The respondent that currently lives in the forest calls himself a bird lunatic. He gave me
happy sharing’s of the different kinds of birds he hears on a spring or summer day, and how they tell
him where they are coming from. He also says to love squirrels for their curiosity and their deftness
when running through trees or over cables. He generally feels very connected to animals.
During a walk with another respondent, we found a swan that was half eaten by a fox. The
respondent removed a tail feather and said he felt connected to the swan because it left him this.
This also reminded him about the cycle of life where the fox depends on the swan to live, and feels
connected to it as well. He says that it is all about living and to let live, referring to the natural food
web and, like the other respondents to the power and the dynamism of animal life.
One respondent had to laugh a lot about chattering of birds and strange behaviour of cows
while she observed them from her country house. However, together with other respondents, she
also refers to the rigour animals can have.
“But also violent things. Swans that are err, setting their territories, while a female is sitting
on her nest, and... you know? Hunts away other swan couples and takes a baby swan in his
beak in the meantime, shaking it back and forth, and he doesn’t survive, you know? There is
a lot of cruelty, which I saw as well”
She feels hurt by it, but also thinks it may help her relativize.
For my respondents animal presence can be a source of inspiration. Examples are power,
calmness, skill, balance and communication with or between animals. Their behaviour also reveals
the dynamism and the hardness nature can have.

4.4.7 The experience of natural places, beings and elements
Natural sites and natural landscape elements are seen as an aid for spiritual processes by every
respondent I interviewed. In fact, all respondents describe such experiences as very similar to the
experiences during their spiritual practices, and they call nature a source of spirituality for nonspiritually engaged people as well. But not only can nature make conscious spiritual efforts go
automatically, it is also said to strengthen spiritual efforts. Two respondents say they could not even
separate their notions of nature and spirituality from each other. Two other respondents have a low
affinity with the term spirituality, but find a high benefit of nature in the processes of their lives.
Several more say they could not live without regular visits to natural sites. Some of those visits are
frequent or long lasting or both. The natural sites and elements the respondents say to have spiritual
experiences in are parks, forests, dune ecosystems, deserts and mountains, energy spots, water, fire,
astronomical bodies, trees and animals (table 1).
Nine respondents mention they believe that trees and plants perceive their presence, and
they communicate with them physically through feelings. A few respondents mention to believe in
and perceive natural spirits, which help them feel less alone. Some respondents mention a sensation
of a higher density of “presence”, with which they refer to a consciousness they perceive in forests
and nature. This shows that respondents not only believe that natural areas are alive, but also
conscious to a certain extent.
Some respondents say that they need to choose to open up for the experience of connection,
while others say they are called to open up by certain events of experience caused by nature.
Opening up to nature is said to help taking up nature, and therefore increases the benefits and the
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feelings it provides. It explains the notion of nature as “only existent when we take notice”, which
can be seen as a very spiritual, perception bound kind of nature. It is a friendship people have with
their natural surroundings, and for which they need to give it honest attention. In the next part I
elaborate more on the influence of these experiences on people’s direct and long term state of mind
and behaviour.
It is interesting to note that people say the effects they describe decrease when human
interference in an area increases. Healing energetic fields are thought to have a history of little
manipulation like destruction of nature and war. Some respondents even feel the effects of such
histories as painful when they are present on a spot where this occurred. Human actions can also
increase the power of a spot, if they are done with respect for natural processes. The general
opinion among the respondents is that powerful energetic spots are scarce in the Netherlands, but
can be found in countries where natural areas are wilder.
Element

Experience

Explanations

# responds.

Energy fields
(Sacred
sites)
Water
(1)Lake
(2) Sea
Fire

Woolly, light, purifying,
transformative, stillness (inner chit
chat), exploring different realities
(1) Silence, musing, seeing colours
(auras), (2) hearing sounds, smells

Low human interference, portal, borders
between dimensions get vague, earth
magnetism
(1) Still water, (2) waves, sounds, power

Six

eight

Silence, meditative state,
timelessness, connection
Deep feelings, magical, relativizing
own existence

Being in control, escape from reality,
Three
reminder of own inner fire
Astronomical
"Being put in the light", experience of
Four
bodies
connection with the cosmos, magic, the
(Sun/Moon)
experience of being small
Trees
Communicating, feeling of being a
Energy exchange, fusion of own
Fifteen
tree (deep solid calmness), deep inner attention with trees' attention, deep
knowledge, grounding, being noticed, attention for trees, high vibrational
soothing, pulse, absence of judgment, frequency, forest spirits, partially own
life force
projections
(Wild)
Connection, communication, power,
Reciprocal attention, Reminder of the
Ten
Animals
delight, fear, pain, life force,
food chain, simplicity, reminder of death
dynamism
and hardness
Table 1. Summary of different landscape elements spiritually engaged people perceive a connection with and a
description and an explanation of that connection. Further explanations can be found in subsections
corresponding to the rows.

4.5 Natures influence on behaviour, state of mind and the longer term life
All respondents agree that experiences in natural environments aid their spiritual search, but the
extent to which they say it aids varies from ‘nature and spirituality are inseparable’ to ‘there is a
minor added value of nature to spirituality’. The frequency of visits to nature seems unrelated to the
value people give to presence in natural areas (subsection 4.4.2). The processes described in the
sections 4.1-4.3 are all said to be helped or facilitated by natural environments. This includes
learning to control the attention, getting in touch with a deeper knowledge, grounding, gaining
awareness and exploring different realities. This is often explained from the energy perspective.
Respondents believe that natural elements like forests, trees or seas have an own energy which has
a positive effect on their state of mind because they have a higher or a clearer vibration.
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Respondents perceive it is crucial for a deep experience that they open up to their natural
surroundings. In this section I work towards answering the second research question. I show that on
the longer term, respondents perceive a growth and a strengthening of their own spirit, caused or
facilitated by experiences in natural areas. People also say to increasingly need to be in touch with
nature with age.
Specific roles nature has are: positive influence on people’s short term behaviour and also
influence on people’s longer term behaviour, offering an aid in reminding people of their own
childhood and becoming aware of long term processes, healing disorders and facilitating or causing
important turning points in people’s lives. These roles are elaborated in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Behaviour in natural areas and after visiting nature
When faced with the question if they behave differently before entering a natural area and after
getting out, most respondents say that they are more relaxed and less irritable, and therefore
behave nicer to other people. Their attention becomes more subjected to their own will.
Respondents also talk about things they do while they are in nature, like meditations, tree hugging
and having deep conversations with friends.
I sometimes asked respondents to describe the difference between their behaviour before
entering natural areas, and after getting out. One respondent says that while he is taking a walk
through a natural area, he often remembers things he still has to do. Then he does them when he
gets home. Four respondents talk about how nature calms them down, which causes them to be less
competitive with their friends or family members, and less inclined to take out their stress on them.
One of them even says that every time she becomes too irritable, she has to go to the forest for a
while. Four respondents add that being in touch with natural places or with trees can help them be
themselves more. That is to say, after consciously connecting to a forest or a tree, they are less
influenced by the demands of their surrounding human beings, but rather act out of an own deep
feeling. They are better able to be alone. One respondent adds that sometimes his behaviour does
not change, but that how he feels about his actions changes. He says he is more in touch with his
surroundings then. For him, that makes a big difference in how he expresses himself.
Some respondents say that people behave less busily in nature than in a city. One believes it
has to do with the constant pressure of heaving to make choices, and being forced to pay attention.
When you are in a natural area, he says, you can make choices, but you don’t have to. You can
choose to just not pay attention for a second, which is a huge relief for him. Another one says people
look around more in natural environments.
Some respondents also say they would take action to protect a forest they love if it needed
that. Others, on the other hand, say they wouldn’t because they don’t believe they have power to
make such changes once the government has decided something. One respondent mentions she
cleans the forest by taking a bag along with her walk, collecting the rubbish she encounters, clearing
the forest from negative human impacts in her own humble way.
But respondents also talk about things they do inside a forest or in a natural environment.
For example, some spontaneously decide to hug or fight a tree. Just because they feel like it. Others
decide to sit down for a while, and meditate because of the stronger feeling of awareness or the
higher energy they feel. If walking together with another person, one lady regularly agrees to walk in
silence for an hour, so that they can both enjoy the forest better. Two respondents also mention to
be helped by walking in the forest to have a deeper conversation with friends, and even to settle
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arguments (subsection 4.5.4). One respondent regularly organizes gatherings in parks and in forests,
because it is for free, but also because he feels that people can connect more intimately with each
other in such areas.
One respondent says she starts eating different things when she is in natural areas for a
longer period of time. She says:
“I was there in a natural site, and as if in one way or another that kind of food [raw,
vegetarian food] resonates with that. But I have the feeling here [...] that you just... need
different food in this world. I don’t really know how to say that. It fitted better in nature.”
She expresses to feel healthier during her stays in natural areas than during other phases of her life.
Respondents see their interactions with nature as beneficial for their own behaviour. They
say to become nicer people, who take better care of their own physical and psychological health,
and sometimes also of their surroundings. During or right after nature visits, respondents are more
spontaneous, more creative and more self-confident. Nature also helps them follow their inner
passions more, sometimes causing them to meditate or hug a tree while in the forest. Respondents
also say that people are more open to each other when in nature together.

4.5.2 Seasonal fluctuations of behaviour
Seasons are clearly very influential on the respondents’ life style. The summer warmth makes
natural environments more appealing to many respondents. Six of them mention to visit natural
areas more often then. Three others mention to visit natural areas also in winter. But three
respondents are more elaborate on the influence of the seasons on their behaviour. One woman
says this:
“In the summer we all go outside, and then, in the autumn, we all let go of things, and we
clean, yes, and then in the winter, we’re all inside more, then we go into our little lairs, and
then spring comes, and then we go back outside, and then the flowers open again. That’s
how it works, right? And then we all fall in love again”
She says this to illustrate that we are actually one with nature, reacting on it entirely. The other
respondent goes deeper into the process of the autumn.
“That is a natural movement. [...] I also have that towards winter [...]. In summer, you have
all that energy, and then comes autumn, and then you really have... You can feel that really
well then, that you still incline to go outside, but in the meantime that movement has been
set in motion a long time ago, and that is so... you feel that, don’t you think? I feel that very
strongly. Like: do I really want that still? Maybe visit one last festival, but that is just long
over then.”
She explains how sometimes you can want things differently, but the seasons don’t allow you so.
One respondent grew up in the countryside, and now lives in the city. She says:
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“Seasons for example, they don’t exist in Amsterdam. Really, there are almost no trees, of
which you can witness the colour change, [...] of course you do have the sun, but it is
different than here. You don’t smell the earth, you don’t smell the grass that was just
mowed, [...], your feet don’t get stuck in the mud.”
So while previous respondents all mention the influence of the seasons on their behaviour, the
answer of this respondent also suggests that there may be differences in that effect between people
who live in the countryside and people in city areas. An example may be the extent to which they
work on the field or in the garden.
Over the year, respondents’ behaviour seems to adapt to the seasons, ranging from slower,
more introverted behaviour in winter, to more energetic outgoing behaviour in the summer. The
awareness of such changes increases with increasing presence in natural areas, but it remains
unclear whether this also increases the impact of the seasons on the people’s behaviour.

4.5.3 Healing or purification
Many respondents mention heaving experienced how nature has healed them from something. The
two main reoccurring themes are healing of physical deficiencies and healing of deep psychological
pains like sadness, burn outs and a psychosis purely by presence in forest environments.
Six respondents talked about medicinal and hallucinogenic plants which can heal many
physical and mental disorders, or deepen the experience with nature. Most know this from books or
from documentaries, but some have been on an excursion where they were taught which plants
from their own surroundings can cure what. One even gives such excursions.
One respondent says he usually does not specifically know which plant cures what, but that
he relies on his intuition to find the plant he needs for his disorders. He told me an anecdote of
seeing a plant in a book and feeling called by it. When he subsequently checked which one it was, he
found out that it was dandelion which cures eczema. He found it no coincidence that he happened
to have eczema, and he frequently consumed this plant until it was cured. He strongly believes that
the spirit of this plant helps him with curing these diseases.
Another respondent told me a story about where she had a burn out. She visited a
ceremony where she smoked a type of Marijuana called Santa Maria. She described that after she
went through a deep anxiety, the substance forced her to let go of her pains, and she flew far away
from her body. After floating around in a “Buddha state” for an amount of time she cannot specify,
she came back completely relieved, as if she had been on holidays for three weeks. She does warn
for care with such substances. Other beneficial substances respondents used in ceremonial or
recreative context were hallucinogenic mushrooms, Ayahuasca, mescaline containing cacti and an
unknown root (subsection 4.2.5).
Three other respondents also had an experience of a burn out during their lives (although
one not officially diagnosed), and say to be cured by that with help of long term or regular presence
in nature. This included regular visits to forest environments where one described the process of
healing:
“Well it is just as if it gave some sort of space to my thoughts, because at that moment you
don’t get any impulses [...] and I was in a situation where I was completely fed up with my
employer, or the whole way in which social aid happens in the Netherlands, and [...], always
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angry, angry, angry and on top of that the anger towards myself, and disappointed that I
have an incredible drive to do many things but that it didn’t work and also the ‘am I good
enough?’, you know? And many of those things they were all combatting each other or
something, and in nature it just was as if there is some kind of air getting in between. As
some kind of cloud of thunder that is blown apart and turns into a lot of little fleecy clouds,
that you can just look at in a lot more relaxed way, you know? It just gives space.”
He had never considered the option of visiting a forest on his own before, but he regularly visits the
forest ever since this experience. This now helps him get out of his head (silence his inner chit chat)
and find the space between his thoughts back. Now he is taking it easier. Two women told me a very
similar story.
One respondent experienced a psychosis after heaving had an unknown drug in his drink. He
got out of the mental hospital under the responsibility of his father, and started to consciously think
differently to get rid of his disease. After he had chosen this, and took out the root of his madness
himself, he chose to believe mainly in the thoughts that made him feel peaceful and happy. When he
visited nature, he felt completely calm again, while visits to more crowded places made him fall back
into the psychotic feeling. He says that walking and sports in nature combined with an untreated
diet helped him get his power back.
For one respondent, a trip to India had been a very intensive stage where she had received
so many impulses that she needed to be alone for half a year upon return. She was not able to deal
with new impressions, because she was dealing with pains from the previous ten years. She stayed
in her garden house outside of town, where she slowly moved through all the painful themes that
were burdening her at the time. She came there in May, and her head became silent only in October.
In the mean time she also enjoyed the feeling she had of being embraced by nature, which
supported her and absorbed a lot of her pain. She mentioned a lot of joyful natural events, but also
mentioned how witnessing cases of hardness of nature helped her relativize her own pain. She says
she could not have lived that year in a city area:
‘’ I don’t know how I would have come out of this process without nature. It supported me
enormously. It pulled me through. It made it bearable. Because it was quite a hard time.”
Being in nature as well as consuming natural products were said to be healing of purifying by
nine respondents. Reasons they named were the purifying energy in nature, the widened space, the
spirit in natural substances and the natural substances themselves. Other reasons were the
opportunity to give calm attention to the own deeper pains, distraction by plants and animals and
consequent relativizing of the own pains.

4.5.4 Important turning points
According to some respondents, presence in nature has facilitated important turning points in their
lives, besides the healing of deep pains. Three important examples are the readapting to society
after a long period of travelling, an opening up to a different kind of awareness, and a deep
empowerment to take in a broader space in a friendship. The low amount of forced impulses,
together with the observations of certain animals and the simple, down to earth life style to which
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natural areas invite, seem to empower my respondents and cause a widening of the respondents
perception.
Three respondents had a long term period of residence in a nature area where they stayed
to come back from a long trip abroad. One describes this period as heaving to readapt to society.
She mentions that she did not consciously choose to live there at the time, but looking back she says
she needed this place as a place of transition. During the trip she had developed a high sensitivity
and openness for all impressions, by constantly being on the move and following her own stream.
She calls this sensation heaving tentacles, because of her increased sensitivity for her surroundings.
But being back, and heaving to readapt to society caused her to harden quite quickly again. She says
living in nature, at some distance from society facilitated the whole process by making it less abrupt.
Later during that period, she became pregnant of her first child, which caused her to move out.
Looking back she sees this period as a turning point in her life. The place where she lived then, is one
of the only places where she returns regularly.
Another respondent had his first realisation of what it is to be free during a four week
wandering through the Dutch Veluwe. He got loose of the pressure of society for the first time, and
could feel the connection with nature like he never had before.
“Now, that is real nature experience, if you sleep in the forest, and... yeah well it was
summer[...] And wake up with the bird and the animals... “
He sees this experience as a first glimpse of a consciousness change that gradually followed. This
man chose to go back from a rich city life to a poor life in a caravan in the forest, where his feeling of
connection to nature has grown ever since. He avoids money now, but prefers to do work in
exchange for food. He also knows where to find food in the forest. While more respondents have
had similar experiences, they do not always frame them as turning points.
One last respondent mentions a different kind of turning point by which she was aided by
her forest surroundings. It happened twice in her life that she was walking through the forest with a
friend, heaving a conversation where the other tried to convince her she had to behave in a certain
way. In both cases, this was a process that had been taking a long time already, and she had always
felt a little overruled by her friends. She had been able to tell both of them, out of a very deep inner
feeling, that she did not want to be treated that way anymore. She is of the opinion that it really was
because of this presence of the forest that she was able to express herself so clearly and strongly.
These events changed the relationship with both friends.
The respondents in this subsection all went through important changes in their lives where
they learned to let go of certain burdens, aided by nature to find a place in society which suits them
better. Some lived in nature during the process, while for others it was enough to just visit a forest
or the Dutch dunes. All respondents still go back to nature regularly, keeping better track of their
personal wellbeing. One even decided to live in nature for the rest of his life.

4.5.5 Long term processes and the connection to the own childhood
Six respondents say that nature contributes to their personal awareness of long term processes in
their own life. Some are explicit about it, while others illustrate such an awareness by describing
such long term processes and the influence of nature in their awareness of them. It seems to also
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include a connection to the deep inner knowledge (subsection 4.2.3) which supposedly is aware of
such long term processes.
One respondent sees a central line in his life of which he says he is reminded by nature. The
essence of this respondents “thread through his life”, is that he is a fighter, suppressed by society.
But he believes that everyone has a role in society in the same way as that everything has a role in
nature. He says that in our society people want to constantly change things by thinking about how
they should be different. A common thought is that we want to solve problems more quickly than
we can. But, he says:
“Grass does not grow faster if we pull it”
Referring to farmers’ wisdom. He says that things just are the way they are, and if we learn to look at
people in that way, we know that instead of changing them, we should help them find a place where
they can contribute to society out of their own nature and according to their own rhythm. The first
example of that he gives is when he had a burn out, and his employer wanted him to be cured as fast
as possible, so that he could go back to work again:
“It just does not work like that. It is a process, and it costs time”
He literally says that nature contributes to feeling his own process of finding his way in a society that
works against acceptance of people’s nature. He sees our materialistic behaviour of this time as a
blind continuation of the rebuilding process after world war 2. With that, he illustrates the constant
need to get back to yourself and to be aware of your current needs instead of getting stuck in past
needs. In a similar way, grownups currently defend young boys to fight, while fighting is a natural
process in their development, needed to become aware of the own and the others’ borders. For a
healthy youth, boys need to have a space to fight or they have to ignore the wishes of their parents
and learn their own lessons anyway. The respondent gives several more examples of the importance
to accept people’s inner nature, and sees that deeply illustrated in his visits to natural places.
Two respondents become aware of bigger life processes by visiting natural places from their
own childhood. One respondent actively looked up her birth village to get back in touch with the
person she used to be. She had grown up in a farmer’s village, and lived in a big city for ten years. By
becoming too concerned with what society asked of her, the events of her life had caused her to
lose touch with her deeper inner nature, which made her lose the urge to contribute to society.
Coming back to this place helped her become aware of this, and it initiated the process of getting
back in touch with the fighter spirit from when she was a little girl. Another respondent owns a piece
of land in the forest with his family. He used to play there as a child, and now regularly returns there
alone or with his own kids.
“And eerrrr... if one is talking about spirituality, it gives me a bond of eerrr... time. That I see
myself play there as a kid, and how I loved that. And that now, I see my own children do that
and that I really enjoy that.”
The bond of time seems a connection he feels with his own childhood. It is represented by the
actions of his own children doing the same things as he used to do in that natural area (e.g. build
dams), which gives him a feeling of joy. Later, he adds that when he goes there alone, he wears
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clothes that are allowed to become dirty, and starts playing in the forest again. It gives him a sense
of freedom.
One respondent had a particular feeling of connection with a certain tree when he was
younger. It was a tree that he had already known for a while back then. During the experience, it
showed him that he tried too hard to protect his own territory and that this caused a cramp in his
own being. He saw this in the tree because it bowed too far over an empty field. At that time, huge
branches fell of this tree. Now, he is more relaxed personally and sees this also in this tree, under
which he has not seen big branches for years. But the tree still reminds him of this cramp he used to
feel, keeping him in touch with this lesson from his past. At the same time, two other trees at that
spot remind him of his own feeling of loving protection and his of own ambition to grow. These
feelings did not change very much over the years.
Several respondents also talk about being aware of a process in the past that, if they project
it to the future, will result in them moving out of the city into a natural area. One calls it growing into
nature, and another moving back to nature. The second respondent describes how he felt very
connected to the grass and the earth when he was a child. He remembered not being appealed by
gardening with his grandpa. When he got older, he became a city dweller. He started appreciating
nature again around 2001, when he did a year’s travel in South America. He sees earth as an anchor,
and is convinced that he is moving back to it. He illustrates this for example by saying that he starts
grabbing the opportunities to work in the garden an learn from it. Through a lot of weird reading, he
even concluded that society as a whole shows a similar tendency of moving back to nature. He sees
a future of a more communal based life that is back to basic, but still uses modern luxury.
Nature reminds people of events and feelings in the past, makes them aware of processes
they currently go through, and inspires them even to have visions of what the future might look like.
It seems to aid the respondents to transcend time in a way they cannot always clearly grasp.
Remembrance of their childhood feelings seems of key importance in this process, together with
remembrance of important turning points in their lives, and a clear intent of where they want to go
from here. Of course, it is impossible to say whether regular visits to natural surroundings cause
these changes, but they remind my respondents of them without a doubt.
4.5.6 Nature facilitates deeper connection with the self
The impact of nature on most respondents’ lives can be considered deep. In fact, most respondents
see themselves as part of nature, and are reminded by that through natural process like ageing and
seasons, but also by visiting natural areas, which they do frequently and sometimes for long periods
of time (subsection 4.4). It helps them heal physical and deep emotional pains, have more attention
for themselves and their surroundings, be in touch with a deeper knowledge, expand the attention,
gain awareness, ground and be more in touch with their childhood and with a natural self. These
effects are carried along after leaving the area in the form of important memories helping them to
navigate through their life. Natural places also remind respondents of natural long term processes in
their own life, and sometimes cause or facilitate important turning points in their lives (table 2). In
some cases, this includes first spiritual experiences which caused some respondents to dedicate
their lives more to the spiritual. Such effects can last for as long as my respondents have lived so far.
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Type of
influence

Description

Explanations

Direct
behaviour

Tree hugging, openness to other beings,
nicer behaviour, creation, behaviour
out of touch with deeper self.

Seasonal
behaviour
Healing

Moving outward towards summer,
moving inward towards winter.
(1) Nature helped in curing burn out or
psychosis, visits to nature are healing;
(2) Medicinal and hallucinogenic plants.
(1) Long term residence in nature, or
regular visits changed perspective on
life; (2) sudden change of friendships
through deep communication.
Grounding (setting borders, taking care
of self, increasing self-confidence),
increasing openness to other beings,
increasing frequency of nature visits
with age, inclination towards nature
protection.

Calming effects, purifying energy,
control over the own attention,
expansion of attention, satisfaction,
higher creativity.
“That's just natural”.

#
responds.
Thirteen

Three

(1) Space, healing energy,
Eight
empowering energy; (2) plant
substance and spirit.
Turning
(1) Distance from society, simple
Four
points
life, animal behaviour as example;
(1 and 2) high energy in natural
areas.
long term
Increasing awareness of own needs Eleven
behaviour
and limitations with help of
spiritual experiences in nature.
Expanding awareness, deepening
perception of nature.
Transcendence of time and of own
life course. Connection to
childhood. Come with fluctuations.
Table 2. Summary of the perceived influences of nature experiences on spiritually engaged respondents’
behaviour and psychological wellbeing, and brief explanations of the respondents. Further explanations can be
found in subsections corresponding to the rows.
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5 Discussion
The results I obtained from the field and from my interpretations are interesting on their own, but
most of them can also be traced back in literature on this topic. The selection in the topics I have
made are the ones that relate most to the research questions, meaning to the relation between
spiritual perception and nature experience.
First, I briefly compare findings of the main authors from my theoretical framework with my
findings. Here, the description of the spiritual perspective still takes a central role because
similarities help in generalizing the perspectives of the respondents, and in exploring the connection
of these perspectives on spiritual experiences in natural environments.
Secondly, I compare the nature oriented results of the sections 4.4 and 4.5 of the results
with the findings of three very similar studies oriented on spirituality and nature experiences. I
represent these three studies separately once more, because it is a way to give some additional
attention to the importance the perspective of the researcher and the selection of the respondents
in these studies. In this part, I compare findings of these studies in relation to their lenses and the
focal points. It shows main commonalities between the different outcomes, and hints how these
may be related to the perspectives.
Thirdly, I highlight findings that characterize this study, adding empirical data to the
academic database. I consider them representative for my selection of respondents, and they are
available for further generalisations in combination with future work.
Fourthly, I give an overview of the methodological limitations of this study, as a reminder of
how the current generalisations should be understood and how they can be falsified or backed up
with future studies. This section gives some additional insights in how I as a researcher view these
limitations and therefore increase the transparency of the work.
Finally I complete the discussion with a brief explanation of the possible implications of my
results for further research into this topic, for the nature policy and management oriented research
and for the broader public.

5.1 Frameworks and data: how do they compare?
In this section I compare the frameworks I created with literature with the perspectives of the
respondents. As they are rather divergent, the main intention is to look for commonalities between
both. What I highlight here is consensus among my respondents and the authors of the articles I
cited (Blaikie 1991). I start with a further elaboration on the spiritual perspective, and then go on
with the central theme of the study: their perception of nature.

5.1.1 Spirituality, spiritual experiences and spiritual processes
The impossibility to define spirituality shines through most literature, and is described by many of
my respondents. One common way to do so is to see spirituality as something that is subjected to
constant change (e.g. Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011). Yet at the same time, both the
authors and my respondents yield definitions. This shows the relation between spirituality as
something indefinable and the notion that spirituality is something very personal, innate to the one
who describes it at the time he or she describes it. Further common views on what spirituality
encompasses are “the essence”, “direct observation or sensation of the here and the now”, and “a
process of gaining awareness”, which I also described in the subsections 2.4, 2.5 and 4.2.5. The
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feeling of connection ‒though not always explicitly called this way‒ has a central role in my
interviews as well as in literature. One interpretation of spirituality that does not emerge from my
literature study, but does come out of my interviews, is that spirituality also includes manifesting
your own place in society by setting your borders and by consciously creating. But even though I did
not find this idea as emergent in the literature for my framework, it does resonate with the top part
of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, where self- actualisation is central (Maslow 1943).
The explanations of what spiritual experiences encompass for both authors and respondents
seems to have two main directions. The first one is a feeling of deep emotions which relate to own
subconscious processes. They are sometimes translated as a feeling of emotional connection with
natural places and natural life forces. These emotions can express themselves in my respondents’
experience as sensible energies and as a mental recognition of the self in a certain aspect of reality.
The second one is rather an expansion of awareness associated to the loss of own borders, which
leads to a dissolving in the surroundings. In the framework, I found a similar distinction between
identification, where a deep recognition takes place with a specific object and with detachment
where the illusion of the permanence of self and surroundings are let go. In the results, this seems to
compare respectively to the process of grounding ‒as an identification with the own body and with
the earth‒ and the process of expansion of the awareness as a process of detachment. However,
following the descriptions of both my respondents and the authors (particularly Jung 1966b, Speeth
1982, Shapiro 2005), the experiences of deep emotions and expansion of awareness can also occur
simultaneously. In fact, this seems to happen rather frequently among the spiritually engaged
people of my study.
Just like in literature, the conceptual division between the ratio and deep emotions as a
pathway to the spiritual (section 2.2) is not always shared by the respondents of the interviews. In
fact, some respondents see ratio and emotion as inseparable. However, the underlying idea that
rationally driven behaviour is closer to spiritual behaviour than emotionally driven behaviour does
come up now and then. A clear contrasting notion that emerged from the interviews is the
disturbance of the inner chit chat, meaning that thoughts can be an obstacle to spiritual experience
rather than a help. This discussion gets further complicated by the introduction of terms like feelings,
which are seen as less conspicuous than emotions, and also by the term deep inner knowledge,
which seems to somehow contain feelings, emotions and ratio at the same time. However,
consensus may be found in the notion that spiritual experiences occur by balancing emotions and
ratio.
The aspect of collective spiritual experiences (section 2.1) comes back across the interviews,
but were not under the focus of the interviews. Some respondents describe a state, for example in
dance or during sexual experiences, where giving and receiving become one in a deep emotional
connection with another person. This looks very similar to a one on one sharing of a spiritual
experience (Maslow 1970), but without using words. A similar collective feeling of spirit was also
attained with natural areas and beings.
Another important recurring theme both in literature as in my surveys, is the point of the
own choice and responsibility in the spiritual development (section 2.3). A consensus is that spiritual
engagement including doing spiritual practices increases the occurrence of spiritual experiences in a
subjects life. Respondents agree that one can instantly choose a weak spiritual experience by
opening up to the environment and to the own emotions. However, people also seem to believe
that their engagement in spirituality is driven by a deeper self, sometimes seen as instinctual or
mysterious. This suggests a more automatic way of spiritual engagement. Some authors like Jung see
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this deeper self as the ultimate cause of spiritual experiences but respondents do not elaborate on
this.
Finally longer term spiritual development also comes back in the theoretical framework as
well as during the interviews. In the framework, such processes are described by Jung (1966a, 1966b)
and by Atchley (1997). The authors and the respondents perceive fluctuations of perception over
time, but see a longer term process of a deepening of the perception of the self, combined with a
broadening of the perception of the surroundings, which leads to a the perception of a more
collective self. Behaviour wise, Atchley (1997) and some respondents see an increasing
emancipation from the demands of society towards a more personally driven approach, where
helping others is not done out of a sense of obligation, but voluntarily. Respondents also express the
increasing “let be” attitude which Atchley (1997) mentions. This includes just witnessing the own
behaviour.

5.1.2 Experiencing nature
The frequently mentioned statement “I am nature” among my respondents is perhaps the most
illustrative proof for the notion that some respondents have a fundamental philosophical overlap
with deep ecologists and ecofeminists. Most respondents don’t see themselves as separated from
nature and natural areas at all. And as for deep ecologists, some respondents also feel a deep
emotional connection for nature and natural beings, which can be soothing, grounding or just joyful.
It seems that through their engagement with spirituality, my respondents perceive nature in a
deeper way.
Like for the authors in the literature I used in the framework, there is no doubt for my
respondents in the fact that visiting natural areas instantly causes sensations which can be called
spiritual. The feeling of connection with nature frequently occurs for my respondents, which
confirms results from earlier studies in the Netherlands (Van Trigt et al. 2003, De Pater et al. 2008)
and in other countries (Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011). I found cases of deep
identification with plants and animals as well as cases of expansion of the attention towards a more
detached state of mind.
Respondents also say that being in nature helps them to get in touch with a deeper sense of
self. Some call this a natural me, others a more essential layer of themselves or “a deep inner
knowledge” of what is true for them. It is a less thought imbued more confident state of mind where
a high density of the own spirit is felt present within the own body. Out of this deeper state of being
yourself, a more honest, purer connection is made with nature or natural beings, resulting in a
deeper perception of the own essence. This way, respondents develop an emotional relationship to
nature.
The notion of Kaplan (1995) that presence in nature restores the attention and subsequently
reduces stress and irritability is supported by a big proportion of my respondents. While Kaplan
explains it with being away, fascination, a sense of extent and compatibility with nature, my
respondents add the explanation of the sense of energy recharge and a sense of literally feeling the
own and surrounding attention increase. They feel like their attention is not pulled at, but subjected
to their own will. The phenomena they experience in nature come close to descriptions of Shapiro
and her colleagues (2005), which are a higher intimacy with the own senses and the environment.
My respondents also mention heightened sensorial perceptions due to a more mindful contact with
the own body. They agree with Kaplan’s hints that the beneficial effects of nature visits on attention
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can stay with the person after leaving the site. My respondents add that repetitive visits to natural
areas helps them learning to control and take care of their attention also when outside of nature.
My findings are in line with the notion that increasing duration of the stay in natural areas
increase the deepening of the experiences (Fredrickson and Anderson 1999, Heintzmann 2010).
Respondents and authors mention the benefits of leaving the routine and the busyness in the
populated world, but also see an added value of nature itself, often related to a more healing energy
of which the impact deepens when time increases. Just like for Fredrickson and Anderson (1999)
staying overnight was often named as particularly beneficial for taking up nature or a deepening of
the experience.
My findings have contrasting results on whether deep experiences in nature lead to more
pro-environmental behaviour, as was found by previous researchers (Kals et al. 1999, Gosling and
Williams 2010). Even though all respondents would feel bad about removal of natural sites in their
surroundings, only a few say that they would take action if they know that such an event will take
place. Many think of such events as unlikely, and find that would it happen, their influence on it is
very low. They do mention to eat organic food, sometimes even to an extreme extend. This study
does not provide enough focus on this matter to draw sound conclusions about it.
My respondents mention divergent reactions to symbolical cues which result in the
expansion of the attention or a deepening of the emotions. One particularly strong cue was the old
tree, which by its rootedness also gave the respondents the feeling of being in intimate contact with
the earth. This finding is in line with earlier findings from Van Trigt and her colleagues (2003) and De
Pater and her colleagues (2008). It shows that the stories like that of Alisha Little Tree (section 2.5,
Taylor 2001b) are not unique. My respondents report similar experiences of deep identification and
empathy with nature. They have this particularly with trees, but also with alive and dead animals
(see also Fredrickson and Anderson 1999), water and fire.
Respondents distinguish some places as more spiritual, sacred or powerful than others.
Their main argument to call a place sacred is that the energy there is higher, purer or more coherent.
They can feel the expression of such sites by a deeper calmness and fast healing. Respondents talk
about experiencing the moment as more intense in such places, as is also done by people from the
Wicca religion (Hume 1998), and by other cultures worldwide (Verschuuren et al. 2010). Two main
named causes for the sacredness of a place are its history and it’s naturally present organisms and
forces.
Like in earlier studies of Taylor (2001a) and Fredrickson and Anderson (1999), the beneficial
effects of deserts and mountains also came up in my study. For deserts both my respondents and
the authors mention the stretched stillness which silences their minds, while with mountains it has
more to do with the awareness of how small people really are, and with a deep respect for the
mountain. Additionally, my respondents mention spiritual experiences at sea, where the infinite
horizon, sounds, smells and the feeling of the wind are prominent explanations.
Just like Heintzmann (2010), I also have contrasting results on the extent to which nature has
to be wild in order to increase the chance of a spiritual experience. However, a big majority of my
respondents do agree that wilder places have stronger benefits than less wild places. The one
exception does not contest this idea, but rather demonstrates how highly spiritual places can also
exist in a city park.
Finally the study is in line with the findings of Eisenhauer and his colleagues (2000). My
respondents also have a high affection with places where they have felt joy or love for the place
itself, for friends or relatives and for the activity that is performed. Some respondents additionally
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have a strong connection to places they own (Eisenhauer et al. 2000). In contrast to the findings of
Eisenhauer and his colleagues (2000), the connection with a place is generally not seen as an
attachment, but rather as an open, non-dependant friendship with the place. This could well be
explained by a tendency to detach which seems innate to spiritual engagement. My respondents do
mention attachment to nature in general.

5.2 Deeper comparison with three similar studies
The three studies I compare with my results in this section are all similar qualitative studies with
similar amounts of respondents. Two of them are also held in the Netherlands and one in New
Zealand. They are all focussed on spiritual experiences in natural areas. Two of them used nature
loving respondents, and one spiritually engaged respondents. Themes that come up in all four
studies are the beauty of nature, life force, deep emotions, a power greater than ourselves, and the
experience of oneness.
The first one is conducted by Van Trigt (2002, Van Trigt et al. 2003), who do not overly focus
on spirituality, leaving it open for respondents to define deeper meanings of their lives. The
respondents are nature lovers, but not specifically spiritually engaged. The study is restricted to
forest environments and specifically on trees. Just like me, she also detects peace, being protected
and deep emotions like soothing and deep beauty to be dominant sensations, together with the
awareness of and own deeper being, and of the own smallness in comparison to trees or forests.
Seasonality helps them experience and be aware of eternal cycles like living and dying. My study
confirms these feelings. For the seasons that my respondents are more explicit about how they are
also deeply embedded in themselves. The central role that I found for old trees in some respondents’
perspectives also comes back in the study of Van Trigt (2002). It is interesting to note that my
respondents mention to observe a similar primordial (“oer”) power (subsections 4.2.4 and 4.4.5) in
old trees as the nature loving respondents of Van Trigt, even though I did not specifically ask them
about that. My respondents additionally mention to sense differences between different species. It
may indicate a developed sensitivity related to the spiritual engagement.
The second study for comparison is also restricted to spiritual experiences in forests, but is
aimed at forest managers’ deep concerns with respect to forest management (De Pater 2006, De
Pater et al. 2008). De Pater and her colleagues distinguish three main categories of concerns, which
are 1) connectedness to al beings in feeling and in philosophy, 2) biocentric responsibility in the
sense that managers feel they need to search for nature friendly ways to manage forests and 3) the
immanent-transcendental reference of a divine power or with the ultimate source. In my study, the
connectedness and the feelings and ideas described in that category come back quite prominently.
My respondents’ ideas also fit in the immanent-transcendental reference De Pater (2006) described.
They usually seem less prone to see this as an “ultimate being or state of mind”, but they did
mention “the essence” of life, which can be interpreted similarly. Biocentric responsibility comes
back less clearly in my study. This can be explained by the fact that my respondents do not have
forest management as a job, and therefore they do not see responsibility for nature as their central
(spiritual) task. They do express to be reminded of a search for the way in which they should behave,
but within the context of their own lives.
The third study focuses on a wider group of spiritually engaged respondents, in the context
of leisure rather than in the context of natural environments per se (Schmidt and Little, 2007).
However, nature turns out to have a central role in the respondents’ perceptions, evoking the
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common feelings mentioned in the introduction of this section and a broader awareness of a world
around them. Respondents also mention an escape from the busy world in their daily lives and a
high degree of a sense of freedom, which may reach transcendental levels. Two important common
grounds with my results are the support respondents feel in natural environments and the feeling of
“not being judged”. This last one seems related to the spiritual orientation of the respondents, who
often aim at not judging others (section 3.3). They seem to see their own ideal reflected nature.
Schmidt and Little define four triggers for spiritual experiences, being in nature, newness, challenge
and tradition. Many of the consequences they define also come up for my respondents. Some
examples are letting go, the deep experience of self and overcoming fears which leads to spiritual
growth. My respondents say that recalling such experiences has similar, but slightly weaker
beneficial effects to them as the actual experience. This was also found by Schmidt and Little (2007),
who called this the difference between in situ and post experience. It may be related to the spiritual
engagement of the respondents who seem to see more truth in non-physical experiences than the
average person. One renewing same outcome was the energy perspective. Schmidt and Little do not
elaborate on this perspective, but summarize it as “a purifying process, partly perspective, partly
coming to terms with morality, partly a sense of experiencing and connecting to the self”. Purifying
also clearly comes up in my work. “A sense of experiencing and connecting to the self” may refer to
the temporal state of mind where there is an energetic openness towards the self and the
surroundings which my respondents mention. I do not clearly perceive the morality aspect as
connected to the energy perspective.
The comparison with these three similar studies gives some hints on how different studies
and frameworks have influenced the different results. Putting them next to each other shows how
important the role of the focus and the selected respondents is in these studies, and how important
it is to make such comparisons. It also offers a wider ground for five important findings which are 1)
the energy perspective (among spiritually engaged groups), 2) the role of seasons in peoples life
(among nature oriented groups, and my respondents), 3) the high attraction old trees can have for
people (among nature oriented groups and my respondents) 4) the aspect of looking for the own
place in society (among all mentioned groups) and 5) the reference to the transcendent or the
essential (among all mentioned groups). It shows that spiritually engaged people and nature lovers
have a lot in common when it comes to their perception of nature.
5.3 Renewing highlights of this study
By interviewing the vast majority of my respondents in natural places of their choice, I was among
the first scientists to interview respondents about an experience, while they were physically
experiencing it. I have explored the method of summarizing qualitative interviews with the use of
mind maps, making an attempt to distinguish the way of perception of my subjects (“spiritual
engagement”) from the perceived (“nature”) . For the interpretations of both literature as well as
the interviews, I have chosen an approach where I valued what was meant above the words which
were used. This is a relatively new approach in social sciences, matching the hermeneutic
phenomenological objective to delve up deeper phenomena than just the explicit ones.
As far as I know, this was the first study where a select group of spiritually engaged
respondents were asked about their deepest experiences in nature specifically. I focussed on the
influences of different landscapes and landscape elements on spiritual experiences in the way they
are defined by my respondents and on the impact of such experiences on my respondents’ lives. The
interpretation of the findings resulted in the notion that spiritual experiences are not so much seen
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as separate events in life, but rather as memorable markers in a lifelong process of spiritual change
or development. The emergence of such markers appears highly influenced by visits to natural areas
but also by the own choice of my respondents, and particularly by the combination.
In this study, I have combined insights originating from different religious philosophies,
psychology and different views on ecology and forest policy studies with the views of these
spiritually engaged Dutch people who, in turn also brought in a high diversity of philosophies and
experiences. Nevertheless, I think I managed to create a tangible picture of what spirituality and
nature are for my respondents, and how deeply they influence their lives. I empirically showed a
high similarity between the influence of spiritual engagement on the personal life, and the influence
of opening up to nature on the personal life. Of course the similarity may not apply for everyone, but
my respondents believe that this similar effect can be felt by everyone who chooses to open up
either to nature or to spirituality.
I have found indications that deep experiences in nature can cause positive short term and
long term behavioural changes. They include increased creativity and spontaneity, decreased
irritation, increased care for self and others and an increased self-confidence in all of these matters.
The main explanation for that given by my respondents is that nature helps them rely on themselves
in a deeper and stronger way, causing them to be less distracted by the demands of society. They
can choose where to aim their attention.
A major highlight in this study is the more depth exploration of the energy perspective and
the role natural places have in that. Other authors have briefly mentioned such energies before, in
indigenous contexts (Verschuuren et al. 2010) as well as in a modern civilization (Smith and Little
2007). While people have said to perceive such energies for over a century, I now confirm that the
notion of such energies is alive among spiritually engaged individuals in the Netherlands. I also show
how this perspective explains and contextualizes many of the experiences that they have.
Forests and natural environments are said to be purifying and strengthening for my
respondents, providing the chance to reload and heal. Old trees and wilder areas are seen as
particularly highly energetic and purifying for the human spirit, having a high degree of energetically
transformative activity. The exchange of such energies through flows or coherent energy fields may
well be new cue in building theories about “the pathways that connect the components with
spiritual outcomes “ as Heintzmann (2010, page 85) claimed called for.
Outcomes that I do not find back in other qualitative surveys where the spiritual experiences
with the sea, during encounters with animals and with fire. It seems that every separate element has
it’s unique value, triggering unique experiences which are sometimes subject bound. These offer an
opportunity for deeper qualitative or more quantitative studies of people’s experiences within or
outside of the perspective of spirituality.
I described the process of grounding, which is to release the agitation of the spirit, the
attention or the energy, and the settlement into the body and in deeper aspects of the self. My
respondents find it is facilitated by natural sites. I also detected consensus on several similar
processes between authors and my respondents. Some important ones are the expansion and the
contraction of attention, the release of the inner chit chat and the contact with a deep inner
knowledge. I found that these specific processes are experienced to be aided by presence in natural
areas, or by contact with natural beings or elements in more urbanized areas.
This qualitative survey was among the first to find clear hints from respondents on how the
memory of spiritual experiences in nature can have a long lasting benefit. Respondents explicitly
mentioned how they can summon experiences back or spontaneously remember the meaning of the
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experience which keeps working inside them as a life lesson, or as an energetic food which is still
being digested, influencing their state of mind also at the time of remembrance. This can account for
short term changes, but spiritual experiences in nature are also said to induce changes that last for a
lifetime.
I detected a possible dependency of spiritually engaged people on regular visits to natural
environments, distinct from an attachment to specific places as with place attachment (Eisenhauer
et al. 2000). While this dependency varies per person and also over different life phases, the general
picture is that nature cannot be missed from these people’s lives, whether they live in the city or in
nature itself. There seems to be an increase of this dependency with age. Some respondents explain
this increasing dependency as a part of becoming older while some say it is directly related with
their spiritual development, where the capacity of experiencing nature in a deeper way gives rise to
a need to do this. Causal relationships remain unclear, and may vary per person.
Studies to the influence of nature experiences on behaviour are scarce, especially in
combination with spiritual engagement. I present respondents’ perceived influence of nature on
behaviour. They say nature experiences instantly induce more spontaneous and creative behaviour
that is less agitated and more self-confident. I have also found hints that regular nature experiences
may also impact the long term behaviour. Key changes are similar to those described for the short
term, which seem to become stronger when experienced regularly. An increasing reliance on the
deep inner nature seems to cause people to calm down inside, increasingly following their deep
passions independently from demands from society. But that does not suggest that they isolate
themselves from society: they give it voluntary attention. They say that they become more open to
other people and behave nicer to them. Indeed some examples have demonstrated that
respondents learn to voluntarily stand in service of society using their own skills instead letting
themselves be controlled by it.
5.4 Methodological Limitations
To study the spiritual nature experience, I have chosen a personal, almost ethnographical design,
where I visited a festival and selected spiritually engaged respondents, and interviewed and
observed them in natural areas. This approach suits the goal, which was to explore the way a high
diversity of spiritually engaged people’s experiences in nature. My respondents showed
characteristics of many different philosophies and religions, explicitly denying their belonging a
certain philosophical or religious group.
Respondents have given descriptions of their own experiences. The main limitation in this
approach, is that no honest scientist can know whether the words respondents use are describing
the same experiences those described with the same words by other respondents, or by authors.
Reasons may be descriptions that change over time, misunderstandings, influence of the observer
and just incompatibility of separate human experiences.
All respondents know each other to various degrees reaching from “seen once during the
festival” to “still friends and meet regularly”. Therefore they are not independent from each other.
In fact, they are likely to have influenced each other in the formation of their visions on spirituality
and nature. This is a limitation, but it also gives this study a very own character. It was an
opportunity to be quite transparent about personal differences on how nature experience is
perceived through their spiritual glasses, which have turned out to be influenced by a wide variety of
spiritual movements worldwide.
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I did not use the computer for interpretations of the interviews. This has as a downside that I
may have overlooked quantitative patterns throughout the interviews which would have added
information. The upside is that the analysis was focussed more on what the respondents expressed
as more essential, and less on what they mentioned more often. This fit with the objectives. By
mentioning how many respondents said what, I still managed to show a picture of the quantitative
weight of different statements. However, due to the openness of the interviews and the low sample
size, the quantitative weight is of less importance than the emphasis respondents put on what they
shared. Validation of the interpretations of separate interviews by the separate respondents
ensured that they were clean from my own inputs.
Generalisations of the findings to a wider context than this study are per definition risky in a
small and selective sample size like this one. That is why taking enough time to find academic
literature that grounds certain statements was of vital importance for the quality of this study.
Reoccurring statements show the presence of certain discourses in other environments, which is
indispensible in contextualizing my findings. The power of such statements increases if they are
made by more influential writers. I referred to as Maslow, Jung and Freud for the psychological,
social and spiritual arena and I referred to Neass and writers influenced by Goethe in the field of
deep ecology and the felt connection with nature. Taylor gave some insights on the field of overlap
between the two. Furthermore, I have used several review works like that of Heintzmann (2010) and
Verschuuren and his colleagues (2010), which has broadened the range of this work. But that is not
to say that statements I have not encountered in literature, or that prove less influential are of less
worth per definition. Similar studies are scarce so far, but should wield comparable results, even
among less spiritually engaged respondents. The master theses of Alexandra van Trigt (2002) and
Cathrien de Pater (2006) are a good examples of studies that show a lot of overlap with this one,
even they were conducted with nature oriented respondents rather than spiritually engaged
respondents. But details of these studies are difficult to trace for the wider academic public. This
underpins the value of broader publication of this work and similar pieces of work.
The new information I have gathered should be seen as indicative, and not necessarily as
representative for any other group than the respondents of my study, and perhaps for the visitors of
the Open Up festival or similar festivals. However, most of the experiences that are described have
come back in literature from the past, and in studies into entirely different groups of respondents.
Future studies are needed to keep locating and quantifying such experiences in various demographic
groups.

5.5 Implications
The statements that have reoccurred between respondents and authors of different papers are to
be taken seriously in a changing world where spiritual perspective get increasing attention (Taylor
2001a). In fact, references to similar experiences have been emerging in studies from many
disciplines originating from all over the globe (Williams and Harvey 2001, Heintzmann 2010, Liu and
Robertson 2011). It becomes harder and harder to deny the presence of spiritual visions caused by
nature.
This study has demonstrated a view on nature and natural environments distinct from what
is currently adopted reports of nature policy. For example, the energetic benefits of untouched
natural areas and other energetic fields for people’s spiritual bodies are not listed among the
ecosystem services in the list of spiritual benefits (TEEB 2010), but may be of considerable
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importance worldwide if existent. This could provide an additional argument for its protection.
Policy documents nowadays do mention spiritual values, but they are often very unclear about what
they mean with them as deep investigations into this matter are scarce and uncommonly cited in
such documents. But there seems to be a growth in interest in such values, particularly expressed
through the increasing attention for sacred sites in nature (e.g. Verschuuren et al. 2010). This work
can be of contribution to policy in giving insight in a considerable amount of deep spiritual values
nature can have.
This work, and other similar ones give a voice to a select group of less heard people who
deeply appreciate nature for what it is, without necessarily posing economical or physiological
demands to it. Insights I have gathered can be used as a communicative tool in environmental policy
making in the west as well as in the dialogue with spiritually engaged political movements or maybe
even with spiritually engaged native traditions worldwide, provided that they are not considered as
a universal truth.
Seeing nature as a friend, rather than as a tool also naturally prevents people from
deliberately damaging it. It has been argued before that such a vision can benefit environmental
friendly behaviour, and protection of natural areas, especially in countries where the economies do
not depend on nature’s exploitation (Kals et al. 1999, Speeth 2005, Gosling and Williams 2010). It
would probably be of benefit to global nature policy if insights of this study became more popular
worldwide.
Future studies on spirituality and nature experiences could focus on specific aspects of the
results of this study. I have shown that the term spirituality allows high differentiation, ranging from
focus on specific spiritual practices to focus on specific spiritual processes to focus on specific
spiritual perspectives like the energy perspective. Quantitative studies may help in mapping my
findings in wider populations, but such studies limit the exploration of deeper experiences, because
less attention can be given to separate respondents. Therefore it would be of benefit to the
academic community if similar qualitative studies would be repeated, but for different selections of
respondents. It would be interesting, for example to interview a different selection of spiritually
engaged respondents about spiritual values, artists about the beauty of nature, or psychologists
about the psychological value of nature. Findings should subsequently be interconnected with each
other. The power of such studies would increase if they were done by a wider group of investigators
than just one student and his two supervisors. More manipulative scientific experiments could be set
up to investigate this matter more deeply, for example inspired by Goethean methods of
investigation of nature (i.e. Brook 1998). For example, investigators could bring a selection of
respondents into the forest to follow previously specified meditational steps aimed at establishing a
connection with a tree and subsequently interview them. Such studies would be strengthened if the
studies to the physiology of the respondents is measured during the procedure. One can think of
measuring a respondent’s heartbeat, respiration rate or brainwaves during certain experiences as an
indicator for his personal peace.
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6. Conclusion
Spirituality is a hard to define life orientation centred around the experience of and the philosophical
reference to the essence of the personal life while developing an open mind for the collective and
for nature. Causes for the occurrence of spiritual experiences are an own deep motivation to
experience the spiritual and triggers like visits to natural sites. Consequences are an increasing
orientation towards the spiritual and an increasing inclination to visit natural sites. Spiritual
engagement involves working within the own limitations, while looking for ways to expand them. It
also includes expression of a deeper self in society and regular spiritual experiences. Spiritual
experiences range from a deep contraction of the attention towards its broad expansion. They come
together with a wide variety of sensations and deep emotions. A perspective that explains spiritual
experiences is the energy perspective, where this experience is seen as a deep temporary fusion of
the personal energy with the energy of the surroundings, with a natural element or being, with a
transcendent world or with the divine. I have explored a wide variety of phenomena in the overlap
between the experience of the spiritual and the experience of nature.
Spiritual engagement and regular visits to natural areas seem to have comparable positive
impacts on people’s lives, and the interaction of spiritual engagement and visiting natural areas
seems to strengthen these impacts. They include an increasing control over the own attention, an
increasing contact with a deep inner self and an increasingly grounded contact with the
surroundings.
Spiritual engagement is very likely to help perceiving nature and natural environments in a
deeper, more intimate way. Increasing touch with the own senses together with an increasing
presence of mind or spirit in the physical location of a subject facilitate the establishment of a deep
feeling of connection. In such cases, personal barriers fade and more attention is given to the lively
matter and energy present in the direct surroundings. In this process, increasingly deep aspects of
the self are found back in natural areas, and these areas subsequently gain increasingly deep
personal value. This deep connection can in some cases be compared with a friendship.
Oppositely, regular open experiences of natural areas also seem to motivate people in the
deepening of the spiritual experience. Respondents have mentioned deep experiences with trees
and animals but also with fire and water and the with natural space around them. They see them as
being key experiences driving their spiritual development. Causal relationships cannot be
determined solely on the bases of opinions of my select group of respondents, but the correlation
between spiritual experiences and experiences in nature has become undeniable (Williams and
Harvey 2001, Heintzmann 2010, Liu and Robertson 2011). Some of the spiritual experiences
described by my respondents were too entangled with nature experiences to be able to make a
distinction between them. The most eye catching examples were the experience of deep connection
with trees. Nature increases and broadens the attention, but relaxes a subject at the same time. My
respondents describe being less irritable, more spontaneous, more creative, more open to their
surroundings during and after visits to a natural area, due to an increased control over their own
attention.
According to my spiritually engaged respondents, the most important long term benefits of
experiences in natural areas for peoples wellbeing are an aid in healing disorders of a deep mental
character, facilitating important turning points in peoples life, and increasing confidence in a deeper
and more natural self which includes a connection to the own childhood and long term processes of
the own life. It helps people to follow the own passions and to set personal borders.
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This study gives hints of the direct and longer term influence of deep experiences in nature
on respondents’ behaviour. The central outcome is the increasing to reliance on a their deep inner
self, causes more spontaneous behaviour where the own passions are followed out of a relaxed,
self-confident state of mind. Respondents are more friendly and more constructive. They say that
nature experiences help them contribute to society in the way that they believe fits them best. In
some cases, this includes actions for the protection of nature.
I observe a general tendency towards a deepening of spiritual experiences and of natural
experiences over the lifetime. It appears that the capacity as well as the need to have deep spiritual
experiences increase throughout the years. Natural sites offer the space and the energy to soothe
this need and therefore become increasingly important over a lifetime of spiritual change. My
findings also suggest fluctuations of the depth of the need and capacity for spiritual experiences and
natural experiences in the course of months, seasons and years.
Deep experiences with trees are described as communication by means of feeling, energy
exchange, feeling into each other and a contact with a judgement free awareness of the trees.
Respondents say they aid spiritual processes. Old trees are seen more powerful than young trees.
Deep experiences with animals are also described as communication. Additionally they can be a
powerful meeting with a life force, they can be dynamic, painful and delightful. Further elements
that facilitate spiritual experiences in nature are fire, water and cosmic bodies.
Most respondents believe that natural sites have more spiritual benefit when they are
perceived as wilder. They did not exclude the occurrence of spiritual experiences in less natural sites.
This finding suggests that natural sites facilitate such experiences in a stronger way when human
interference at the site is lower. It fuels the on-going debate about this topic (Heintzmann 2010).
However, confounding factors like the action that is performed, the personal history, the relation to
the site and specific properties of the site keep complicating this discussion.
In my respondents’ perception, the historical events on a natural site also plays an important
role in its spiritual benefit. A history of human presence can strengthen as well as weaken a sites
purifying energies. The difference lies in whether the events were respectively supportive of the
present life, or destructive. Most visible human impacts on natural areas are perceived as
destructive.
My findings demonstrate a perspective on nature distinct from what is currently adopted in
many nature policy documents and in wider ranges of society. It is closely related to the perspective
of deep ecology. In this perspective, borders between a subject and his natural environment become
vague, resulting in a deep connection between the two. It is a very respectful and dependant way of
looking at natural areas, where nature has properties like giving non-judgmental attention for the
subject, soothing of the subjects pains, support of the subjects actions, healing and the resemblance
of nature to humans. From this perspective, honest attention and care for nature are seen as a part
of humans bond with nature, independent of the numerous material values nature has. Nature
policy makers could use insights from this study and similar studies to develop their definitions of
“spiritual values” of natural sites, taking also deep spiritual dependencies on nature into account.
This study offers a ground for further exploration of many topics and also for testing many
spiritual processes. Scientists should keep gathering qualitative data about the values of nature by
focusing on a high variety of separate cultural groups. Different findings can subsequently be located
in the population by broader, quantitative surveys with more respondents. Experiments could focus
on the physiological response of humans to the sensed connection with trees or other elements in
the landscape.
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Annex 1: Interview guide
Leuk dat je meedoet, we kennen elkaar. Ik doe nu een master aan de WUR. Het doel van dit
onderzoek is om de relatie tussen de spirituele ervaring en een natuurlijke plaats te onderzoeken, en
de invloed van het spiritueel ervaren van plaatsten op het leven van mensen die dergelijke
ervaringen opzoeken. Jouw informatie is van waarde voor het inzichtelijk maken van moderne
gezochte spirituele ervaring, en de invloed van die ervaring op het leven van natuur spiritualiteit
geëngageerde mensen.
Het interview bestaat uit een reeks vrij algemene vragen. Mijn verzoek is om zo diep mogelijk op het
betreffende onderwerp in te gaan, en je ideeën zo ver mogelijk bloot te leggen, voor zo ver je je daar
zelf aangenaam bij voelt. Je bent dus altijd vrij een vraag niet te beantwoorden. Er zijn geen foute
antwoorden.
Het interview wordt opgenomen, en op jouw verzoek na het onderzoek verwijderd. Mocht je het
niet verwijdert willen hebben zou het misschien ooit nog kunnen dienen voor een lange termijn
vervolg onderzoek.
Ik zal alle antwoorden en gegevens verder wel vertrouwelijk behandelen.
1) Korte vragen:
Motivatie voor het bezoek van het festival, motivatie voor het bezoeken van spirituele, of
persoonlijke plek. Persoonlijke relatie tot en definitie van termen spiritualiteit, verbinding. Ervaring
in meditatie, definitie van het woord meditatie.
2) Op eerste locatie (de persoonlijke plek) (30 min- 1 uur)
- Kun je beschrijven hoe je je hier voelt?
- In welke situaties zoek je deze plek op
- Wanneer was je hier voor het eerst?
- Verschilt deze plek voor jou van andere plekken? Zo ja, kun je de ervaring van dat verschil
beschrijven?
- Waar geef je aandacht aan?
- Kun je het verloop van je aandacht beschrijven?
- Kun je dit of dat gevoel verder beschrijven?
- Wat doe je op de plek?
- Zou je deze plek spiritueel noemen? Waarom (niet)?
- Zijn de ervaringen hier altijd positief?
- Voel je je verbonden met de plaats? Hoe beschrijf je de verbinding?
3) Op tweede locatie (een plek waar we verder kunnen praten) (30 min - 2 uur)
- Hoe relateer je de plek aan het verloop van je leven?
- In welke situaties zoek je de plek op?
- Kun je het gevoel van die plek vergelijken met andere gevoelens of plekken in je leven?
- Wat doet je besluiten om naar de plek te gaan?
- Hoe voel je je als je terug komt uit de plek?
- Zijn er verschillen tussen het verloop van je aandacht voor en na het bezoek aan de plek?
- Heeft dit invloed op je sociale leven?
- Heeft het invloed op de keuzes die je maakt?
- Als je naar je eigen dagelijkse gedrag kijkt voor of na het bezoek aan de plek, zijn er dan verschillen?
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- Zijn er verschillen vanaf je eerste bezoek aan deze plek?
- Kun je zeggen dat regelmatig bezoek aan die plek je leven verandert? Zo ja, hoe?
- Is je leven er spiritueler van geworden?
Verdere vragen
Beroep
Leeftijd
Aantal keer Open Up
Geboorteland
Woonplaats (Stad/ Platteland)
Aantal kinderen
Hoogst afgeronde opleiding
Werk status (voltijd/deeltijd)
Burgerlijke staat
Aantal jaren in Nederland
Aantal jaren bewust bezig met spiritualiteit
Religieuze achtergrond
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